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ABSTRACT

Let us consider an equilateral triangle in

(using the Poincare disk

model), where one vertex is at the origin, and whose base coincides with the line

y = 0. If we find all the centroids (the intersection of the medians) of each
equilateral triangle that satisfies the aforementioned condition, it can be shown
that the path traced out by these centroids is part of a cubic. What is even more
remarkable is that the formula for such a cubic is

X-V3y
X + s/Zy

=

The purpose of this thesis is to study the effects of hyperbolic transformations on

the above cubic; exploration of the mathematical properties of the original and
transformed cubic will lead to several surprising results.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to study the effects of hyperbolic
transformations on the cubic that is determined by locus of centroids of the
equilateral triangles in

whose base coincides with the line y = 0, and whose

common vertex is at the origin. The derivation of the formulas within this work

will be based on the Poincare disk model of H^, where

is understood to mean

the hyperbolic plane. The exploration of the properties of both the untransformed

cubic(the original locus of centroids) and the transformed cubic (the original cubic
taken under a linear fractional transformation) will lead to several surprising
results.

In Preliminaries, the section following this one, the definitions and the
necessary background information are given to the reader in order to allow smooth

development of the core topic of this thesis. In Centroid of a Triangle, a general

formula is derived which finds the centroid of a triangle in the hyperbolic plane.
This is then converted to a parametric representation. In Locus of Centroids, the
parametric representation is converted to a Cartesian representation, and the
invariant properties of the curve are explored. The curve will be referred to as e.

In Stereogimkic Projection of e, it will be shown that e can be viewed as the

stereGgxaphic projection of the intersection of two quadric surfaces in Pf onto the

unit disk. In Elliptic Curves, the properties of the cubic e will be studied, e will be

written in the form f{x,y)= 0, and algebraic curve theory will be used to derive

results for the curve /, along with the curve / under a rotation of f, namely f^.
In Hyperbolic Transformations, a study of the cubic f under a hyperbolic
transformation is done. This will be done via spin action, so a suitable matrix will

be developed which will transform the cubic. With a suitable representation of /,

the equation for image of/ under a rotation of (j) is determined. Additionally, the

image of/ under a hyperbolic transformation which takes 0 to m, called /^, is
studied. The conditions under which the transformed curve remains a cubic are

also examined. Also, hyperbolic rotations about the point m are researched. In

Admissible Lines, the results from the examination of the hyperbolic rotations

about the point m are explored. The unique line passing through m (which stems
from the results) has some very special characteristics and is explained in further
detail. In Classification of Cubics, the conjectures of birational equivalence and
projective equivalence of the two curves / and fm are discussed, along with their

implications. Finding the flex of the transformed cubic will be explored. The last
section. Conclusion, summarizes the results of this work and poses additional

questions which can lead to future research in this topic.

CHAPTER TWO
PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the definitions and background knowledge necessary to

understand the core component of the thesis is explained. It is assumed that the
reader has the requisite background knowledge in Linear Algebra, Abstract

Algebra, Complex Analysis, and Hyperbolic Geometry.

k

Let-(C C G^. C is called a plane (or affine) algebraic curve [4] if there exists

a polynomial / e

such that deg / > 1 and

c'=y{f)=

■ f{Xl,X2) =0}.

Note that V'(/) represents an algebraic variety of /, which can be viewed as the
zeros of /. To note, an-ordinary algebraic curve does not have the restriction of

having exactly two coordinates, namely {xi,X2), so a plane algebraic,curve is a
special subset of all algebraic curves. A cubic equation in two variables is a plane

algebraic curve, since it can be denoted as f{x,y)= 0.
In a homogenous equation, all the terms are of the same degree; to

homogenize an equation that is not homogenous, a variable is introduced and
suitable, powers a,re multiplied to each term so that the resulting equation has all

its terras to the same degree. The homogenized form of an algebraic curve / is
sometimes referred to as the projective closure of /, and will be denoted F. Eor

the algebraic curve f{x,y), iz is typically introduced and the homogenized equation

is denoted F{x,y,z). To recapture the original ajSine curve, set z^ 1. For

example, the homogenization of/(x,y)= r;^y + a;+ y^ +4 is
E'(x,y,z)= x^y +

+ y^z+ 4,z^.

Let P be a point on the curve F{x,, y,z)= 0. Informally speaking, the curve
is singular at P if there is more than one tangent to the curve at P. A point P is

nonsingular if there is only one tangent at that point. Algorithms to determine the

equations of these tangents do exist; Singularities are called ordinary if the
tangents are distinct. The order of a point refers to the number of tangents that

pass through it. Two powerful theorems are obtained though the study of
algebraic curves. I will state them without proof. The first one defines the order of

a singularity [8].
Theorem 1

P is an r-fold point of F(x)=0 if and only.if all (r-l)th derivatives of F, but not all
the r-th derivatives, vanish at P.

Here x is a vector. The implications mean that the way we count tangents is

slightly different in some situations. For example, the curve f{x)= x^ has a

singularity of order 2(a 2-fold point) at the origin, while f{x)= x^ has a 5-fold
singularity.

A point is defined to be singular if it is 2-fold or higher, otherwise it is
nonsingular.
Corollary 1
dF

A point P on a curve F is singular if and only if-— =0 for all i.
OXi

To prove the above, let P be a 2-fold point. From Theorem 1, this implies the

(2-l)th derivatives will vanish, namely, all the first derivatives. A 2-fold point is
singular, so with that the corollary is proven.

Another theorem gives an algorithm to find tangents under certain special
conditions [8].

Theorem 2

iff(x,y) has no terms of degree less than r and has some terms of degree r, then
the origin is an r-fold point off=0 and the curve defined by equating to 0 the terms
off of degree r has as its components the tangents to f at the origin.
In the context of the theorem, the word components is used to mean its

(irreducible) factors arrived at upon a complete factorization of the resulting
polynomial. For example, suppose we are given the curve
Theorem 2, it follows that the equation of the tangent at 0 is

+ y"^ = 0. From
= 0, and so

the equations of the tangents at the origin are a;+%=0 and x — iy = 0.

In general, if a is a nonsingular point of F(T)=0, then the equation of the

tangent to F at a [8] is

J^F,,(a)-Xi^O

(1)

Suppose we are interested in finding the all tangents to a curve C that pass

through a prescribed point g. The equation of the polar curve of C with respect to
the pole q [4] in

is defined to be
dF

dF

dF

^

where g — (gi,g2,gs) is the pole in component form while C is the curve

F(x,y,z)=0. Taking the intersection of the polar curve PqC =0 and the original
curve F

leads to finding the points on C from which the tangents can be

drawn to g.

In a similar fashion, it will also be of interest to find all the generalized

inflection points of C, which are referred to as i}ie flexes of the curve. Let C again

be the curve F(a;,y,z)= 0. Define the Hessian matrix [4] to be the symmetric

matrix

(F
Fxy Fxz^
^ XX
Fxy

F
^ yy

F
^ yz

\F'xz ^yz

(3)
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Then the Hessian curve, He,is defined to be the polynomial that results from
faking the determinant of the Hessian matrix. Therefore

Hc=det{Hp).

(4)

The location of the flexes of the curve C is determined by taking the intersection
of the original curve F = 0 and Hq = 0.

An algebraic curve is irreducible if its polynomial representation cannot

factored into algebraic expressions of a lower degree. For example,

f{x,y)=

f{x,y) —

+ xy+ 2y + 1 is irreducible but

+ y = y{x +

+r + 1) is not irreducible.

To fimd the equation of a line in CP^ through the points [d,e,f] and [g,h,i]
the following strategy from [2] will be used:
X

y

z

1, Write down the equation d e f = 0;
a

h

i

2. Expand the determinant in terms of the entries in its first row to obtain the

required equation in the form ax + by + cz = 0.

(5)

Some topological terms will also be used. In topology it is known that any
compact orientable surface (a two-dimensional topological manifold) is

homeomorphie to a sphere with g handles, where gr g N is referred to as the genus

of the curve [4], Recall that homeomorphic refers to a mapping between two
surfaces such that the mapping and its inverse are both one to one and

continuous [3]. A handle is simply a topological "hole". Therefore a sphere with 0
handles is a sphere, a sphere with 1 handle is a torus, a sphere with 2 handles is a

double torus {one representation of a double torus looks like a figure 8 in space),
and so on. So a genus of a curve informally can be thought of as the number of
"holes" a suitable topological representation of the curve would have. Two

formulas will be used in calculating the genus of an algebraic curve. If the curve is
nonsingular, the formula simply is

(n — l)(n — 2)

S=-

,,

f

(6)

where n is the degree of the curve. If the curve has ordinary singularities, then the
formula is modified to

g=(^~ 1)(^~2)^^(n-l)(n)
2

. 2
i=l

where r-j is the order of the singularity of the point xl G C.

Forexample,let us say we have an algebraic curve of degree 4 with two singular
points. The first point has a singularity of order 2, while the second one also has a

singularity of order 2. Applying the preceding formula leads to n = 4, ri = 2, and
r-i

2. Then

__{4-l){l-2)
(2-l)(2)
(2-l){2)
,, , ,
g2
2
■ ~-3-1-1=
1
Therefore g —1,and so the above curve is topologically equivalent to a torus.

An elliptic curve is defined to be an algebraic curve of genus 1 [8]. Another
concept that comes from both algebraic curve theory and topology (in particular
the study of Riemann surfaces) is the concept of birational equivalence. Briefly

stated, every algebraic curve can be modeled by a suitable Riemann surface, with
the representation dependent on the genus of the curve. Two algebraic curves are
birationally equivalent if they have the same function fields. A function field can

be viewed as all the pairs {U,V)for which the polynomial d>(17, V)=0 is an
algebraic equation in V with rational coefficients in U and degree -'V [3]. One way
to view this is that birational equivalence corresponds to a conformal equivalence

relationship between two Riemann surfaces [3]; birational equivalence implies
belonging to the same equivalence class. From an algebraic point of view, it is
analogous to the concept in Linear Algebra when we have the same space
represented by different basis vectors.

From an algebraic curve point of view, two curves / and f are birationally
equivalent if a birational correspondence can be established between them. To

accomplish this, let ^ and r? be basis vectors of f{x,y), and let

and r]' he basis

vectors.of f'{x',y') as suggested in [8]. Define d> and T to be rational functions,
where

— <F(^, y) and rj' = ^{^,7]).
Then consider the transformation defined by x'= ^(x,y), y'= T(a;,y). If

the transformation takes f(x,y)to f'{x',y'), then half the conditions necessary for
birational equivalence are satisfied. We need to show the inverse exists also.

Assuming f'ix',y') exists, we need to find a transformation that takes it back to

f{x,y). Defining T' and T'to be rational functions, where ^

y=

y'), we consider the transformation defined by a; =

y') and

y'),

y — if'{x',,y'}. If the transformation takes f'{x',y') back to f{x,y]., then a
birational correspondence is established between the two functions. With the

mapping and its inverse created, the algebraic curves f{x,y)= O and f{x',y') =0
are birationally equivalent.

Lemma 1

Linear Fractional Transformations are birational transformations.
To prove the case for genus 0, it is a known fact that LFTs are conformal maps
which are circle preserving. Let T be an arbitrary LFT, and let

be a point on a

unit sphere. T takes all the points z on a Riemann sphere and permutes them to

Ffz), therefore preserving the Riemann surface itself. Hence the function field

(which in this case is the set of all points on the Riemann sphere) is unaltered. All
LFTs are invertible; thus T~^(T(z)) exists and is equal to 2;. For curves of higher
genus, we will use the fact that in essence an LFT is a conformal bijection on the
Riemann sphere which induces a transformation on the quotient of the sphere that

represents the curve as a Riemann surface [3]. Therefore all LFTs are birational
transformations.

Lemma 2

Linear Fraction Transformations preserve the genus of the curve.
Recall LFTs are birational transformations, as proven in Lemma 1. Since it is

birational, the underlying function field is unaltered. Therefore the topological
space is unaltered, and that implies that genus is preserved.
From algebraic curve theory two theorems are obtained that relate

birational equivalence and the genus of a curve [8]. These will be stated without
proof.
Theorem 3

A curve of genus zero is -birationally equivalent to a line.
Theorem 4

An elliptic curve is birationally equivalent to a nonsingular plane cubic.

Note that in both theorems, complex coefficients are admissible.

The final concept to cover in this section is cross-ratio. Cross-ratio is a

geometric invariant that is preserved under transformations. There are two types

of cross-ratio, the projective cross-ratio and the Mobius cross-ratio. The projective
cross-ratio is preserved under projective transformations, while the Mobius

cross-ratio is preserved under Mobius transformations. Projective cross-ratios are
always calculated with consideration to four collinear points.

There are two known ways to calculate projective cross-ratio. One way is

done using homogenous coordinates in the complex projective plane CP^ [2].
Definition la

Let A,B,C,D, he four collinear points in CP^ represented by the position vectors
a,b,c,d, and let

c — ad -\-(3h and d = ^d-\- 5h.

Then the (projective) cross-ratio of A, B, C, D is

{ABCD)=^I^.
Note that the points in the above definition correspond to projective points, and

the line on which A, B, C, D reside is a line with (possibly) complex coefficients.

Another way to calculate cross-ratio is through direct calculation of points
in C. Assign X to the real component, and y to the imaginary component. Let

A,B,C,D have the coordinates {xa,Va), {xb,Vb), {xc,Vc), and (xd,Vd),
respectivelj''. We then have the following definition for the cross-ratio(ABCD)[8].
Definition lb

{ABCD)-Let A

~ XcyA)ixByD ~ XpyB)

{xaVd -XDVAjixByc - XcVb)'

(ABCD). By a suitable homogenization of the curve (and the associated

coordinates) from which the points in definition lb are considered,,the calculated
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cross-ratio A in definition la will be the same. Generally speaking, definition lb is
used for points on a given plane algebraic curve, while definition la is used when
points on a projective curve were given in homogenous coordinates.

When studying Mobius crosS-ratios, complex numbers are naturally used.
Let A,B,C,D be points in C. Let the points A,B,C,D be associated with

Za,Zb,z.c,Z]:,, respectively. The (Mobius) cross-ratio obeys the following
definition [6].
Definition 2

(ABCD)^

^
Za — Z£)

Zb — Zd

Since hyperbolic transformations are Mobius transformations, it follows then that
{ABCD)is preserved under a hyperbolic transformation. To differentiate between
projective and Mobius cross-ratios in what shall come later, let projective
cross-ratios be denoted {AB,CD), and let Mobius cross-ratios be denoted
{AB-,CD).

Lastly, cross-ratios are unique up to

symmetry, as they are dependent on

how the points are ordered. Supposing that the order ABCD yields a cross-ratio of

A. we can denote the cross-ratio as the equivalence class [A], where it is the set of
complex numbers obtained from A under the action of the group generated by the
transpositions

A I—1 — A.

Working out the details, the members of the equivalence class [A] are
X 1 1

x

1

x

1

,

1

Therefore obtaining either of those six possibilities implies that the cross-ratio is in
the equivalence class [A].
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With the preceding definitions and background material, we are finally at a
point where we are ready to tackle the core topics of this thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE
CENTROID OF A TRIANGLE

The core topic of this thesis studies the locus of centroids of equilateral

triangles in H^. One may wonder why studying such a locus is worthwhile. For
example, it known that for equilateral triangles in

the locus of centroids is a

It

straight line at an angle of — with respect to the horizon, if we assume the same
■ 6,

,

conditions as stated in the abstract. Diagram 1 on page 83 illustrates such a locus.

If, however, we work in

the result is no longer trivial. A depiction of an

equilateral triangle in H"^ having a vertex at 0 and base through the line y =0 is
depicted in Diagram 2 on page 84, along with its centroid. If several equilateral
triangles are drawn with their centroids satisfying the same conditions, the results

tend to suggest that the path the locus of centroids trace out can be given by a
general formula. Please refer to Diagram 3 on page 85 for an illustration.

In order to show that the path of the centroids of equilateral triangles with

the base through y =0 and vertex at 0 results in a cubic, a parameterization of
the path of the centroids of these triangles needs to be established. To do that,
however, a general formula for the location of the centroid needs to be derived.

Let AOB denote an arbitrary triangle in H'^, where the vertex O is at the
origin, and whose base OB coincides with the line y — 0, as depicted in Diagram 2.
Let C be the non-Euclidean midpoint of OA, and let D be the non-Euclidean

midpoint of OB]a precise formula for these points will be derived. Then let HO

and AD be d-lines, and so they pass through the medians of the triangle. (Recall
that a. d-line is part of a generalized circle that is orthogonal to the unit disk [2].)
Define A to be the centroid determined by the intersection of DO and AD.
DefineA and k to be the Euclidean lengths of OA and OB,respectively.
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and let H and K be their non-Euclidean lengths. Let t be the angle of AOB. It
follows then that

A = h ^ tanh H
O^O

B = kB\={teinhK)e'\
Recall the formula for the non-Euclidean midpoint (for points p and q on the same

side of 0) is d =|(d(0,p)-|- d{0,q). Then the non-Euclidean midpoint is the
Euclidean point n on the radius through 0, p, and q at a Euclidean distance tanhd
from 0. Let us calculate the midpoints dc and dip, which will enable us to
determine the location of C and D.

dc =-{d{0,0)+ d{0,h))

= l<i(0,A)
=

tanh

h

-I''
tanh dn = tanh -H
2

C=tanhIh
2

do = ^((i(0,0)-h d(0,k))
=IdiO,k)
= -tanh ~^k
. 2

-'a
14

tanh dn = tanh-iiT
2

D = tanh
2

We shall prove that the medians of AOB are concurrent at the point

(9

'

where p — 2(cosh^W +cosh^iiT) — 1,
P = sinh 2H +

sinh 2K.

To begin this proof, we want the equations of the following Hermitian circles:

a) The circle passing through A,D, which corresponds to the points
2; = tanh

and ^ = tanh

b) The circle passing through B,C, which corresponds to the points
2: = tanhiiTe®* and z= tanh

Recall that a Hermitian matrix associated with such a circle can be expressed in
the form

1

m
1

and is associated with the equation zz+ mz+rnz+ 1 = 0.

For the d-line through AD we have A = tanh if, D = tanh lATe'h Applying the
Hermitian equation to each point yields:

(tanh HY + m(tanh H)+ m(tanhif)+1 =0
1

1

Ci

A

.

1

i)
.

(tanh-KY + m(tanh -Ke^^)+ m(tanh -ATe"^*)+1 =0

ii)

A

For the d-line through BC we have B = tanh if
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C= tanh\H. Applying the

Hermitian equation to each point yields:

(tanh KY + m(tanh
(tanh

1

+ m(tanh
Id

+ 1 =0

hi)

1

+ m(tanh-H)+ m(tanh ~H)+ 1 =0

iv)

Simplifying each, with appropriate use of identities, we have:

For equation i):

(tanh HY + m(tanh H)+ m(tanh if)+ 1 =0
/sinh^ifx

/sinhif\

/sinhifx

Vcosh2fij ^"^Vcoshifj^"^(coshii)+1=0
sinh

+cosh^if+ m(sinh Hcosh H)+ m(sinh Hcoshif)=0

2(sinh ^if+cosh^if)+ m(sinh 2if)+ m(sinh 2if)=0
2cosh2if+ m(sinh 2if)+ m(sinh 2if)=0
Thus equation i) simplifies to

2cosh2if+ m(sinh2if)+m(sinh2if)=0

(9)

For equation ii):
1

1

^

2

■

1

(tanh ~.fir)^ + m(tanh-ife®*)+,m(tahh=ife~'^*)+1 =0
,2'

sinh^-if+cosh^-if+ m(sinh-K cosh -K)e^*+ m(sinh -ifcosh -if)e~'^ =0
2j

cosh if — 1

——V

+

coshif+ 1

—

-2

2

T

V,

2 '

2

,1

1- m(-sinh ife )+ m(-sinh ife )=0

Z

Z

Z

2cosh if+ m(sinhife^^)+ m(sinhife~^*)=0
Thus equation ii) simplifies to

2coshif+ m(sinhife^*)+ m(sinhife^^^)=0
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(10)

Similarly for equation iii):

(tanh K)"^ + m(tanliKe^^)+TO(tanh Ke~^*)+ 1 =0
sinh "^K +cosh
cosh2K—1

—

1

+ m(sinh K cosh K)e^^ + m(sinh K cosh K)e~'^* =0
cosh2i^ + l

2

,1 .

A .,

_,yx

^

h m.(-sinh2Ke )+ m(-smh2J+e )=0

2

2

2

2cosh 2i^+ m(sinh 2/^6''*)+ m{sinh 2iiie~'*) =0
Thus equation iii) simplifies to

2cosh2/f+ m(sinh2ii'e^^)+ m(sinh2i^e~'*)=0

(11)

and for equation iv):
1

1

1

(tanh ;riy)^ + m(tanh-if)+ m(tanh-iif)+ 1 =0
■

Zj

/sinh^liiv

Zj

Z

/sinhlfix

/smh^H\

+/=°
C 1

1

1

1

1

1

Z

Z

Z

Z

sinh^-fi+cosh^-ii+ m(sinh-ifcosh-ii)+ m(sinh-ifcosh-if)=0
Z

Z

1

1

Z

Z

2(sinh^-if+cosh ^-ii)+ m(sinhif)+ m(sinhif)=0
2cosh if + m(sinh ii)+ m(sinh if)=0
Thus equation iv) simplifies to

2cosh if+ m(sinh if)+ m(sinhif)=0

(12)

To determine the d-line through AD, we will solve for m, using equations 9 and 10.

2cosh 2if+ m(sinh 2if)+ m(sinh 2if)=0

2cosh K+ m(sinh Ke^^)+ m(sinh iCe"®^)=0
Our goal is to cancel the m term.

sinh ife~''^(2cosh 2if+ m(sinh 2if)+ m(sinh 2if))=0
sinh 2if(2cosh if+ m(sinhife®*)+ m(sinh /fe'"*))=0
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Subtracting the two equations yields
2cosh

sinh 27/— 2cosh

sinh

+ m(sinh 27/sinh

— sinh 27/sinh

=0

Solving for to, the following is obtained:
TO =

2(cosh 27/sinh 7/e~®* — cosh K sinh 2/7)
sinh 27/sinh K(e'* — e~*^)

■-(coth27/e"'^ — coth//)

^it

Let rriAD = "t- Therefore the to associated with this hermitian circle is

fTT'AD = —A
g/C

2

r:(coth27/e

g /I'

— coth//)

(13)

To determine the d-line through fiC, we will solve for the other to, using equations
11 and 12.

2 cosh 27/d-TO(sinh27/e®*) + TO(sinh 27/e~''*) = 0
2 cosh7/-f TO(sinh7/) + TO(sinh7/) = 0
Our goal is to cancel the TO terra.

sinh7/(2 cosh 27/+ TO(sinh 2/fe^*) 4-TO(sinh 27/e^®*)) = 0

.sinh27/e~*^(2cosh7/ + TO(sinh7/)+TO(sinh7/)) ^ 0
Subtracting the two equations yields
2 cosh 27/sinh 7/— 2 sinh27/cosh 7/e~^*

+ m(sinh7/sinh27/e^^ — SOTh7/smh27/e~^*) = 0
Solving for TO, the following is obtained:
TO =

2(sihh 27/cosh 7/e~®^ — cosh 27/sinh 7/)
sinh7/sinh 27/(e^^ —
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Let niBc — TO- Therefore the m associated with this hermitian circle is

tobc = —f.

2

^^(cothffe

— coth2iL)

(14)

We wish to find the point of intersection for the circles afforded by the lines
AD and BC. This can be accomplished by developing a formula for the point of
intersection for two arbitrary circles. Suppose there is an a and b so that the
following is true:

zz+ az+ az+ 1 = 0

zz+ bz + bz + 1 — 0

Taking the suitable linear combination of the above equations to eliminate z, then

{a— b)zz+(ab — ab)z+ a— b =0

(15)

If the original equations are subtracted, then

(a — b)z — (a — b)z =0
(16)

(o-6)
.2 =

a— b

Substituting equation 16 into equation 15 yields

— (a — b)z^ -f-(ab — ab)z+a — b =0
In the context of this problem, let a = itiad and b = msc, as given in equations 13
and 14, respectively. Then

-{rriAD - mBc)z^ +{rriADmBc- mADrn^)z+ mXB-

=0

(17)

Let us calculate each of the individual terms, using trigonometric identities to aid
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m simplificatiorL.

-{rriAD - rriBc)

^ g—it((cothH-coth2H)e''*+cothK-coth2K)
( e-'*

1

git _ g-if I ginji2H ' sinh 2K
+—

f^AD^nBC — TnADf^BC

-4

((coth 2He^^ — coth iir)(coth He

[e*

-(coth 2He-'*-coth K)(coth
(e'* — e-'*Y

— coth2K)

-coth 2K))

(cothKcothH(e'*-e''*)+coth2Kcoth2H(e-''- e'Y)

-4

——(coth K coth H — coth 2K coth 2H)

-4 /coshifcosh it' (2cosh^ii — l)(2cosh^if — 1)Y
git _ g It
^ 4
^gQg]^ gjj^]^^
J
-4

(2cosh

git _ g-it

+2cosh^ii- 1)

sinh 2^sinh 2itr

niAD — rriBC

2

^it

—((coth H — coth 2H)e^*+coth K — coth2K)

g—it

2

/

e«

'

git _ g-it \^ginh 2if

1

\

+—

sinh2if/*

Substituting these results: into equation 17 yields

S
git

1

Va

4

(2cosh^fi:+ 2cosh^ii'-1)

e-®* vsmh2ii" sinh2Y/

sinh 277sinh 277

^
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2

/

git _ g-it I

1

277 sinh 277

^

(

—P

Multiplying both sides by

sinli 2/^ sinVi 2/^

—

results in the equation

(sinh2it'e~''*+smh.2H)z^ — 2(2(cosh^K +cos'^H) — l)z
+(sinh2i^e'^+sinh2F)=0 (18)
Recall the values given to p and

in Equation 8 on page 15. Comparing them to

the above equation 18, the coefficients are as follows:

sinh 2Re~'*+sinh 2if =/?

-2(2(cosh2R:+cos^F)- 1)=-2p
sinh 2/^6^*+sinh 2i!f =/?
Therefore equation 18 can be written more simply as
— 2pz+P = 0

Using the quadratic formula to solve for z, we get

P

The positive root can be disregarded since that would land outside the unit disk.

Since z represents the locus of the intersection of the curves AD and BC,that is
precisely the centroid A of the triangle. Therefore the centroid of triangle AOB is

. {p- Vo'- ii/?ii')
p
'

where p = 2(cosh^iP +cosh
P ~ Birih2H +

— 1,

smh2K.

With the case of the general centroid of a triangle determined, let us focus
on the centroid of equilateral triangles. If AOB is equilateral, we shall show that

cost = —(1+ h^), and equivalently, sechif = 2sin
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where 0 < t < —.

(19)

First it will shown that cost =|(1+ h^). As AOB is equilateral, then
k = h and AT — H, where h, k and H, K are Euclidean and non-Euclidean lengths

respectively. Remember that the general formula of the non-Euclidean distance [2]
is given by
Z2 - Zi

d{zi,Z2)= tank ^

1 - Z1Z2

As AOB is equilateral, all sides are of length JR. Writing equations for H, we get

H = d(0,h)= tank h
h —

H = d(he^^,h)= tanh~

1—

As the sides are of the same length, we can equate them. Therefore
tank

= tank ^

h —
1 —

Since tank

is one-to-one, then by cancellation
h — he®*
h=

1 — h^e®*

Recall iz\ = \f^. Then
h - he'*

h — he ®*

1 — h^e'*J \1 — h?e~'*
h? — h^e'* — h?e~'* + h'^
1 — h^e'* — h^e^'* -\- h^

h^ =
1•

2h?- h?{e** + e"**)

1 — h?{e'* -t- e^®*)+
2=
(2 —2cost)
1 — 2h^ cost 4
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Assuming

7^ 0, we divide both sides by Jr. So
2 — 2cost
1=

1 — 2/;-' cos / -r- /('

2h^ cost+7i^ = 2 — 2cost
2 — 2cost = 1 — 2h^ cost+

2(/i^ — 1)cost = —1+
^

1
h? + l
=
• .
2(ti2- 1)
2.

cost = ——

Therefore cost =
,2'.

.

+1

Notice that t changes as h changes/ Since cost = ——

t — arccos^—

it follows that

\ 0 < h < 1, then the following is true:
^ ■
J. As
'' ■

vO < h < 1

. 1.

h^ + 1

2^

2

■

2 ,,

^ 2,

,

,

.

arccos '1\ > arccos^/h^^+ lj> arccos(l)
TT

■

->t>0

Therefore 0 < t < f.
■

r
■
To
show sechiJ — 2sin|,
we begin with cost —
-

yields

+1

. Solving for

2

— 2cost — 1. But A = tanhTf, as originally defined for AOB. Therefore
tiuih'If

2cos t — 1

1 — sech

= 2cos t — 1

sech

= 2 — 2cos t

sech^ff=2.2Q^^
■2
■
sech^i? = 4sin^
,■
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2

Since 0 < t <|,we take the positive square root.

Vsech"^H=+-\/4sin^^
t

sech H ^ 2sin
2

Therefore it has been demonstrated that cost =|(1+ h^)\ sechi7 — 2sin

while

0 < t <|.

Next we shall show that when AOB is an equilateral triangle, the centroid
A of the triangle can be expressed as

^

/cos(I +?) it

To begin with, using the information from equation 19, the formulas for
cosh if, sinhif, sinh2ii, p, and j3 need to be derived.
sech if = 2sin -

cosh if =

2

2sin

Then:

2sin^=sechif
4sin

= sech ^if
2

4sin^^
= 1 — tanh^if
-2
tanh^if = 1 — 4sin^
2

sinh^if

.

.

—p^=l-4sm

sinh^if=^1 — 4sin^^^cosh^if

24

t

sinh

= f1 — 4sin^ ^ ^ ^

2/ V2sin I

tr _
sinh 2i?
=

l-4sin2i
2

4sin^|
'1 — 4sin^|

2sin|

1 — 4sin^|
and sinh 2H = 2sinh H cosh H = —

-7

2sin2i

To derive p and /3, remember-that H=K,since AOB is an equilateral triangle. Let
us obtain p first.

p = 2(cosh^iL+cosh^iL) — 1
= 4cosh^iL—1

= 4-^-1
4sm^|
1

1

sin 21
1-sin21
sin 21
cos^l
P=

sm I

Let us obtain (3 and /?:

(3 = sinh 2H+sinh 2Ke^^
= sinh 2iL +sinh 2iLe®^
= sinh 2H{1 +
1 — 4sin 24
2

^ ^ 2sm2|
n • 9f

(1 +

1 — 4sin^|
P ~ ^ 2sm2| -(1 + e

25

and also

T order
1 to snow
1 AA = W/cos(I+f)
In
.
—-^e it
2 .it .is easier to snow that
^O

COS(I+f) ..

^ ^

= cos(|-f)
—71
The statements are equivalent since 0 < t <

21

so the positive square root will

always be taken. Therefore by showing that equation 21 is true, then equation 20
is proven. Recall that it has been proved that:
1

cosh if

2sin I
1 — dsin^l

sinhF=

^—

2sin I ^
'1 — 4sin

sinh2F ^

2sin2|
COS^l

^ sin^l
— 4sin ^~

^ ^ 6
• 21
of—"(1+
2sin

also

1 — 4sin 21

P='..
2sin 21. '(l+e-O
T
During the derivation, the following trigonometric relations will be used:

(1+e~^*)(l+ =2+2cost^4cos^^,and
(1+e^O

(e^+et)et _

(1 T e -)

{q% +e 2*)e 2

Using equation 8, it follows that

A2 {p-^pi_-\\m{p-^p'_-\\m
p

p

2p'-pP-^^p^-PP
PP
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The individual terms become the following:

.
2cos'^|
V=—
sm4i

—
r~

2pv
V

(1 — 4sin^|)(cos
sin"^!

2t'

n
— 2cos^f-n/Scos^
-PP= —
sm ^l sin I
Ql

(1 — 4sin^|)(l +e
'
4sin''|

PP=''
Then

becomes the following:

2cos^| (1 — 4sin^|)(cos^|)

^2

sin^l

sin''I

2cos^|\/3cos|

sin^,||
sin

(l-4sin^|)(l+ e
4sin^|
cos^4 /2cos
(1-4sin^4) 2\/3cos4'
—it\2

^2

sin^l \ sin^^

sin^l

sin| y

(1 — 4sin24y]^ _|_ e-®*)(l + e~®^)(l +

4sin"^4
pQQ 2^ /

-T—ri(2COS^4
sm44\
2_

\

_ 4gin21)
2' _ 2V3cos4sin
2 42j) (l+e^*)

A^ =

(1 — 4sin^4y(^]^^g-ityi-j-git))

4sin^4

(1+e

^2 (2cos^4 _ 1+4sin^4 _ 2\/3cos4sin 4)e'^
1 — 4sin 24

(1+2sin ^4 _ 2\/3cos 4sin 4)e',it
1 — 4sin 24

(1 +(1 — cost) — \/3sint)e®
1

2(1 — cost)

.0 (2 — cost — \/3sint)e'^
A^ = 4 ^
4
1_
2cost-l
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,

, ,
(22)
^ ^

At this point, we begin to work backwards to cast equation 22 into the form
of equation 21. If the following procedure appears unnatural, the author of this

thesis did the original calculation by simplifying equation 21 into equation 22. All
the steps are reversible.

9
V-

(2 — cost — \/3smt)e
=

——^

^

2cost — 1

2(2 — cost — \/3sin t)e®^
2(2cost — 1)

(4 — 2cost — 2-\/3sin t)e''*
—24-4cost

_ ((1 +cost) — 2V3sint+3(1 — cost))e®^
(1 +cost)^ 3(1 — cost)

_(^i±^:-V3sint+3^i^)e'A .
(l+cost)
2

q(1—cost)
2^

(cos^l — 2\/3cos|sin|+ 3sin^|)e^b
. cos^l — 3sin2|
(cos I — \/3sin
(cos|)2 — (v^sin|)2
|
(cos — \/3sin|;)e®A
cosI+\/3.sin I
2cos(l +De'-^

^ 2cos(|-f)
008(1 + E'jQit
=

Therefore the claim for

C0S(|-f)
has been proven, and this implies that the formula for

A, given in equation 20, is also true. We now move on to finding a Cartesian
representation for A.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LOCUS OF CENTROIDS

From this point on we will assume AOB is an equilateral triangle. Consider

the curve e = A(t), where 0 < t <|. e is part of the Cartesian curve

+

'

(23)

We shall show that the path traced out by the locus of centroids, Apis part of the
above cubic.

Let

= A. Clearly, 2; is a complex number that lies along the median of

AOB, Expressed in component form, z= x +iy. As the median of an equilateral
triangle bisects the angle also, since ZAOB = t the angle the median fornis at O

with respect to the base OA is|. Thus in polar form 2;= re^ =|
r(cos +fsin|).
By equating components of the Cartesian representation and the polar form, it

follows thatre = r cosI and 1/=|
rsin . Thus:
t

X

. t

y

cos - = —, sm - — 

2

r'

z= X -\-iy

2

r

z'z = x"^ + y'^

+ I) using information from equation 20. Then:
cos(I -f)

But 2:2 = AA = —

:,2+p =5Ui±il

COS(I2 -f)
3'
COS I COSI|
— sin
|
sin
cosI COS I+sin
|
|
sin

I cosI-Pg sin I
icos|+,^sin|
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,

„

X +y''=

COS I — \/3sin X
j

-1=

f

cos|+ v3sin|
s

\/3?/

r

r

X I \/3y
r

r

^ l{x- Vsy)
l{x + V3y)
_ X- V3y
X 4- V^y
Therefore the equation is verified.

Graphing the part of the cubic that is on the unit disk, we get the curve e

as depicted in Diagram 4 on page 86. Let us denote e* as the conjugate curve of e.
It will be shown that e is invariant under the symmetries

z

—z,

i)

z^

ll)
z

where 2; — x -\riy as follows,

f) Invariance under z^-^ —z.
Zh^—Z '

=^x +iy
=>x

—(x +iy)

—X,y 1——y

•
■ X —
, 9 rrxl
, ,1
,
• ,
r
,• ,
We are given
——=x9 +
y . Then under
the symmetry,
e is
transformed
into

Txr

X 4- -s/Zy

,

—X 4- \/3y
-(-x)^ +{-yf
-X — VSy

(x-VSy) _ 2
(x + VSy)

2

= x^ + y

X — V 3y

2 .

2

— X 4-4/
X

+ Vzy
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ii)^ Invariance under z

Z

1
z I—> 

t

.

1

+ ly
X

+iy 1-^
^x -\-iy

ly

X — iy

x^ + y'^
X

iy

x^-\-y^

x"^ -\- y^

X

—y

■

„o +
, y2'
2;2

2;2

^2 ,

Therefore under the symmetry, e is transformed into

X

— \/3y

x2 _|_ y2 2;2 -)-^2
X
x"^ +

—\/^y
+

^
. {x^+y'^y

y^
(x'^+y'^y

x'^ + y'^

X + -\/3y
a;-VSy
X + v^y

x^ + y^
{x'^ + y^y
1

X — VSy

a;2 + y2

Taking the reciprocals, we have

X — "v/Sy

9

O

V = x^ + y ■
a;+\/3y

.

With this property of the curve £ explored, let us look at another way to
form the-same curve.
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CHAPTER FIVE

A curious result from the studies of the cubic e is, as we shall show, that it
can be viewed as the stereographic projection of the intersection of the qUadric ,
surfaces

We are given that t

-^

v,b.^

,

X

a; — p cos d;, y = rsin d. The above
equation then becorhes;

f^ —

r cos d — \/3?'sin 9

r cosd -f- \/3fsin9

Assuming r ^0, then
COS9 — \/3sin9
: , COS0+ V3sin9

In anticipation for what is to conie, we shall solve for 1 —
1

cosd — \/3sind
cosd + V^^ind

=1

: : cos9 T.VSsin9 — cos9
cos

sin 9

sin^

sin 9
cos

r^

sin9

cos9 — v3sin9

COS9 T::\/3sind

cos9+ -1/3sin 9+ cos9 —
; ; Cosd^
' 2cosd

cos d T \/3sin d

32:

sin 9

and 1+ r^.

Summarizing these results,

2

l-r'=

2-\/3sm6'
^

^

(24)

cos & + v3sin0

9

l+r^ = —

2cos0

^

, ,

25)

cos0+ vSsin ^

So we want to project from the South Pole through a point on the cubic to
arrive at a location on the unit hyperboloid. For a graphical illustration, please

refer to Diagram 6 on page 88. Let the South Pole,(0,0,1), be Pi. £ has the
parameterization x = r cos0, y =Tsind, and so let a point on £ = P2 =

(r cos rsin0,0). Then by the stereographic projection formula [6], any point Q
through the line containing Pi and P2 is given by

Q =(1-A)Pi + AP2.
Applying the formula for the current problem, we have

Q =(1 - A)Pi + AP2

=(1 — A)(0,0, —1)+ A(rcos r sind,0)
=(Ar cos0,Ar sin

A — 1)

The particular Q we're interested in is the one that lies on the hyperboloid,

satisfying

- z'^ = -1. Substituting Q into the equation, we have

(Arcosd)^ -f(Arsin^)^ — (A — 1)^ — —1
A^r^ cos

+ A^r^ sin

— A^ +2A — 1 = —1

. AV-A2+ 2A =0

A(Ar^ - A + 2)=0
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Clearly A y:0, so

Ar^ - A + 2= 0

=^A(r2- 1)+2=0
= 1 —

.

Therefore, by substituting for A and simplifying, Q — (Ar cos9,Ar sin

A — 1)

becomes

_

/2rcosd 2rsm.d 1 + r^A

. ,

on the upper half of the unit hyperboloid. Substituting equations 24 and 25 into
equation 26, we get
2cos9
/

cos9

AT ens H

2r sin9

'At sm H

2\/3sin0 ' 2\/3sin^ ' 2\/3sin^
' cos0+\/3sin0 cos0H-\/3sin6 cos0-{-\/3sin6'

_ /r cos0(cos9+\/3sin9) r(cos9+\/3sin9) cos9
-\/3sin6'

'

"v/S

'\/3sin^^

Therefore(5=(;^r cot6'(cos6'+\/3sin6'),^r(cos6'+\/3sin^),^cot0).
The three components are related in a remarkable way. Notice that

cot^(eos9+\/3sin9)= y/3• ^r(cos9+\/3sin9)■ ^cot9,
in other words the x-coordinate of Q is \/3 times the product of the y and z
coordinates. So Q belongs to the upper unit hyperboloid and the quadric surface
X = y^Syz.

So £ is the stereographic projection of the intersection of the quadric

surfaces

= —1 and x = Vdyz. Therefore the claim is proven.

An illustration of the intersection of the quadric surfaces is given in
Diagram 5 on page 87. The stereographic projection of the curve of intersection of

two surfaces onto the unit disk is given in Diagram 6 on page 88. Therefore two

seemingly unrelated methods (namely this method and the one given in Diagram 3
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on page 85) to produce the curve e have been explored. Let us explore further
properties of e by using the theory of algebraic curves.
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CHAPTER SIX
ELLIPTIC CURVES

Let us begin by writing the curve e in the form /= f{x,y)= 0. We then
get from equation 23

f{x,y)=x^+ xy'^ + VZx^y+ V^y^-x + VZy

(27)

As an algebraic curve we can write e in homogeneous coordinates as

F = F{x,y,w)= 0. (The use ofta instead of z for the third coordinate shall be

done solely to keep the notation clear in what shall eventually follow.) Therefore /
homogenizes to the curve

F{x,y,w)= x^ + xy^ + V3x'^y+

-xw^+ VSyw^

(28)

and the homogenized coordinates of this curve will be denoted [x,y,w]. Also, we
allow the variables to take on complex values, because this will allow us to take

the full use of algebraic curve theory. Hence F G CP^. Note that by setting w = 1,
the original affine curve /=0 can be recaptured.

Is F singular or nonsingular? From Corollary 1 on page 4, we get the
conditions for which F is singular. The contrapositive of this statement can be
stated as a another corollary.
dF

Corollary 2 A point P on a curve F is nonsingular if and only if — V 0for
dxi
some i.

In the context of our problem. Corollaries 1 and 2 can be interpreted in the
following manner.
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Corollary 3 Consider the curves
F=0

F.= 0

Fy =0

The common solutions [x,y,w] to this system are the singular points of the curve.
If there is no common solution, then the curve is nonsingular.
To prove the above, set i = 3 in Corollary 1 to obtain the conditions for

singularity, and i= 3 in Corollary 2 to obtain the conditions necessary for
nonsingularity. In both cases we also need F =0 as an additional equation, since if

Fx — Fy = Fw = 0, we need to make sure whether or not the proposed singularity
lies on the curve.

Applying the conditions of Corollary 3 to F, we shall show that F is
nonsingular. To do this, we calculate the curve and its partial derivatives.

F=

-j- xy^ + VSx'^y+ VSy^ — xuT + VSyw^

Fx = 3x^+

+ 2\/3xy — xu^

Fy = 2xy + VZx^+3\/3y^ +\/3uT
Fyj — —2xw -f- 2VSyw
li Fyj — 0, then

-2xw +2y/3yw — 0

—2w{x — VSy)=0
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Therefore we conclude that either

w = 0, or

a)

X — V3y =0.

, .

b)

Let's explore case a).
Applying w =0 into the equations for F,F^, and Fy, we get

+ xy'^ + VSx'^y+ -\/3y^ =0

i)

3x^ + y'^ +2\/3xy =0

ii)

2a:y-f

+ 3\/3y^ =0

hi)

If y = 0, it implies x = 0, and vice-versa. However,[0,0,0] is not part of the

projective space CP^, so it is not a point on the curve. Therefore we shall assume
^

0) y 7^ 0- Concentrating on the equations ii) and iii) of the above system,

multiply equation ii) by -1, and equation iii) by \/3. The following results:

—3x^ — y^ — 2\/3xy =0
2\/3xy + 3x'^ +9y'^ =0
Sy^ =0^ y =0

However, x =0,y =0,w =0

x =0

[0,0,0] G CP^, which is impossible. Therefore

jw yf'O; there are no singularities on the line at infinity.
Let's explore case b).

X \^y =0

X — VSy. Substituting for x into the equation for F, we get

0= F =(\/5y)^ -f \/3yy^ +\/3(-\/3y)^y +
= Sv/Sy^ +

F y/3y^

^8V3y^

y =0 =4> a; = 0 (since x ■— V3y)
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— \^yw'^'+\/3ynP

But from

= 0, it follows that x = 0 and y =0

w = 0. However this is

impossible since [0,0,0]^ CP^.
Therefore with both cases exhausted, F = 0,F^ — 0,Fy = 0,and Fb =0
have no common solution. We conclude then that F is nonsingular.

As F is a nonsingular cubic, it has genus 1; this fact is derived from
equation 6 on page 7. Now suppose the original curve / is rotated by an angle cf)

about the origin. Conceptually one thinks that the nonsingularity should be
preserved; after all it is a rigid motion. But is there another way to show it, apart
from laborious calculations? The answer is yes.

To show the curve is nonsingular, let's first find the image of the original

curve / under the transformation z

0 =f =

F'^z. Recall that

+ xy^ + V^x^y +\/3y^ — x

VSy

= {x'^ + y'^){x + VSy)— X +\/3y
From the mapping we have

=^x +iy

(cos0+isin0){x -\-iy)

=^x Fiy ^{x cos(j) — y sin(f))-\-i{x sin(j)Fy cos(p)
^x

X cos0 — y sin cp, y

x sin(p F y cos <p

Let us determine the image of /, and call it f^.

U{x,y)-={{xcos(p-ysin(p)'^ +{xsin(p+ ycos(p)'^){(xcos(p-ysin(p)

+\fz{x sin(p+ycos(p)) — {x cos(p — ysincp)+\/^{x sin^+ y cos(p)
= 2;^(cos(p+ VSsin^)+ x'^y{\/3cos(p — sin0)+ xy'^{cos cp+ VSsinp)

+ y^{V3cos(p — sinp)+ x{—cosp+\/^sin(p)+ y{V3cos(p+sincp)
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In anticipation of a future need, simplifying

via trigonometric identities, we get

{x^ + yfy:.fycos((/)--)- ysin(0--))- {x cos((f)+-)- ysm{<j)+-)) = 0,
and therefore the curve can be expressed as:

,

„ drcos(0+f)- ysin(0+f)
■ ) , ly
ysin(^ — |)

^ ^

■x^ + y' = u;cos (0
g — I:
If we homogenize the equation
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(a;, y) ^ 0, we have

y, w) =

cos (0-

TT

TT

7F

sin (0 --))
TT

- u;fya:cos(0 +-) - ysin(0+-)) = 0
Clearly this is a third degree equation. The genus of this curve is either 1if

is

nonsingular j or it is genus 0, meaning the curve has one 2-fold singularity. We have
no other cases as genus cannot be negative. Rather than determining whether

is nonsingular or not by brute force (which will work, but is very laborious), there
is,a better way.
First note that the transformation 2:

is a linear fractional

transformation, since it can be written as
-1-0

^ '

.

Oc +l

From Lemma 1 on page 9, T(2;) is a birational transformation. By Lemma 2, page
9, birational transformations preserve the genus of a curve. Since the genus of F is

1, it follows that the genus of F^ is also 1. Therefore we conclude that

is a

nonsingular cubic. Recapturing the affine curve at w = 1, it follows that the curve
ftj, is nonsingular.

Let us now study what happens to the curve / under more general
hyperbolic transformations. .
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CHAPTER SEVEN

HYPERBOLIC TRANSFORMATIONS

In order to study the general locus of centroids, recall that figures in the
hyperbolic plane transform under Mdbius transformations. (Recall Mdbius

transformations [2] are functions M : C

C of the form M{z)=

where

a,b,c,d E: C and ad — be^ 0.) If a figure R is represented as zeros of a real
polynomial in

y then there is a Hermitian matrix associated with the figure R.

(Recall a Hermitian matrix is one where the matrix is equal to its
conjugate-transpose.) Note that 2 x 2 Hermitian matrices that have a negative
determinant can be used to represent real circles via the equation
ZRZ* = 0,

whereiff is the matrix associated with the curve, Z= {z l), and Z* is the
conjugate transpose of Z.

If ff is a 3 X 3 Hermitian matrix, then we can represent polynomial curves

of degree 3 and 4 by setting Z=
/
z^

z 1

z l). For example,/=0 takes the form
\

0

1-V3i

0

1 4- \/3i

0

—1 — \/3i

—^14"'s/Si

0

^ 0

J

/v2\

W

To show this, by simplifying the above, we get

4A

1 4- VSi)z (1- V3i)z^+1(-1+ V3i) (-1-VSizJ

=0

\^J
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0 =,{1 \/^i)zz^

- -s/siyz^z — (1 — A/3i)-2^ — (1 -t-v5i)-z .
:"-. y 61]Z

(2a;

0, whicii is tiie curve /^0:
The traiisformation of iJ by the Mobius transforrnation M is obtained via

spin action, which for higher degree curves requires a compatible matrix
representation of M. The new curve is then represented by the Hermitian matrix ^

where Mco is the cofactor matrix, and Mgo* is the transpose-conjugate.

(Remember that a cofactor ihatrix can viewed as the transpose of its adjoint; it is
more properly seen as the matrix first formed in the process of finding the ,
a

b

c

d

adjbiht.) Let M ==

. We can envision the transformation as:

az A b'
a

b

c

d

azA- b,
■ —

L. - ■

-

1

czA d

(using

to denbte projective equivalence)

cz -f" d

J

az

So z

.1:. It follows then that .2^ ''
:CZ

• So if we use this idea to
cz
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+ dJ

create a suitable matrix for a higher degree curve, we have
/az+

2"

{az+ by

\cz d)
az.+ b

{az+ b){cz+ d)

cz -\- d

{cz^df

1

1

NC
1

o?.z^ + 2abz+

acz^ +{ad+ bc)z+ bd
c?z^ + 2cd +0?^
2ab

M{z)

b^

ac (ad d- be) bd
2

2cd

(f

. 2:

1

Therefore the associated compatible 3x3 matrix is
a?
M=

2ab

b'^

ac {ad-{-be) bd
d^

2cd

Regarding the cofactor matrix Mco, the cofactor matrix for the 2x2 matrix
a

b

M-

IS

c d
d

—c

—b

a

(30)

In the 2 X 2 case, each entry is a result of a 1 x 1 determinant. For the 3 x 3 case,
a^
the cofactor matrix of M =

2ab

6^

ae (add-be) bd
c2

. 2cd

d^
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IS

ad + be

bd

ac

bd

ae ab + be

2cd

(P

c2

^2

(?

2cd

2ab 62

l2 62

a^ 2ab

2cd d^

:2 (^2

(? 2cd

Meo =

(31)
2ab

a2 62

62

ad + be bd

ac

bd

2ab

ae ad+be

With these formulas, we can find the image of curves of degree less than or equal

to four under an LFT (linear fractional transformation). An equation of the form

(30) is used for curves of degree 1 or 2, while one of the form (31) shall be used for
curves of degree 3 or 4. (For higher degree curves, the method of constructing a
suitable M is done similarly by accounting for even higher powers of ^.)
Let us find the image of /=0 under the transformation z i—e^'^z. The
image will be ZHZ* =0 ,where H = McoHMco*■ Here H is the Hermitian
representation of the original curve and M is the suitable matrix associated with

the LFT. From previous work, the matrix H associated with the curve /=0 is

/ 0
H=

1- VSi

0

0

-1-V36

l + ^/3^

\

—1 + y/Zi;

0

0 e-i^
ei'

0^

0

^ 0 —e""t®

0 j

The LFT in this case is

ez+ d
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Oz+ 1

^

0 ;

Therefore;

a = e^^
T:=0
,

c=0

h-l

and the associated 3 x 3 matrix M is (upon simplification)
e2i^
M=

0

0

0
0

0

0

1

Applying equation 31, we obtain
e#
Mco =

G

0

O
0

0

0

It follows then that
0
M* —

0

0

0

0

0

g—3i0

Smee H — McoHMco*, then
i<l>
H

0

0
0
0

0

Q.

e-f^

0

e"^'^

0

ef'

0

-ef^

0

0

—e~3®

0

0

0

-^ip-i<p
3-e

e

0

0

_g-3«g»<?

0
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0

0
0

0

The image of /, f,;,. is given hjZHZ* — 0. and becomes

'z ' 1

^

z 0 ■. ■

g-jjgia p p .0

—

:

•=.0

T.:

^ = X — iy and

= COS g +isin co. the ahove simplifies to

' (x^ T

cos {(p ¥:|) +;y sin ((/> +|)f - {x cos -|)'+ y sin (<^ -|))' OpV

and this is comparable to the equation derived for
curve/\ V/t;

p-. '

"pp.:

'

y

in the preyious chapter. The

^T ■

\

+i/sin((?!'- f)
X Cos (^ + f) + y sin ((/) + |)

X

.

• is: the image of the curve

x^ + y'^ =

X.

- VSy

X

under the transformationp^ i—>
..complete'. ::. -.

:

To reconcilet

v.

Therefore thO derivation of the image is

: :T' " ' ■ ' ..'p' - ■ ':.'-p':'-

'

differences between equations 29 and 32, note thut

;equatiohp29 is actually the iniage:df the inwrse ofpi^, namely
with

Replacing

in equation 32 and simplifyingit with trigonometric identities will result

,'in the two equations being the:same. i

We wish to know what is the image of / under an arbitrary direct

hyperbolic transformation. From our previous work, this can now be accomplished.

Any direct hyperbohc transformation T can be factored uniquely as T = RTrn,
where R is a rotation about .2 = 0, and T^, is the transformation which sends the

point 0 to m. The calculation for R has been completed by finding
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tlieixfforc wc

only need to determine the image of the curve under the transformation T^. Define
Tm to be the original 2x2 matrix associated with the LFT that takes 0 to m.
1

m

, where m = re . It follows then that a = 1, b = m,

Let Trn. ^
m

1

m, and d = 1. Then extending

M

to a suitable matrix M,we get
1

2m

w?

fn

1 + mm

m

m^

2m

1

Mco and Mco* are calculated as follows:
2

Mco — (1 — mm)

1

m

—2m

1 + mm

'm?

Mco* =(1 — mm)

#=(1 ^ m,m)^

1

1

—2m

rff'

—m

1 + mm

—m

-2m

1

= McpHMco*
2

1

m

—2m

1 -f mm
—m

2

m

—2m

—m ,

m

We need to calculate

m

0

e-f^

0

1

—2m

m^

—2m

63®

0

—6?

-m

1 + mm

—m

1

0

-e-t^

0

m

—2m

As eventually we will work with ZHZ* = 0, we can divide the (1- mm)^ factor
out. (This is allowed since |m| < 1.) Then W evaluates to
ABC
H

D -E

G

I

K

J
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, where

A — —me3'

me

■3'(1 — m^) +

B = 2m^e3® + (1+ mm.)(l — m:^)e 3® — 2mme3^
C = —m^es® — m(l — mm?)e 3*

D — (1+ mm)e3* — 2me

me 3

- rn) - m^(l + mm)e3' .

E = -2m(l + mm)e^- ■+ 2(1+ mm)e~3®(rn - rn) + 2m(l + mm)e3'
G — (1+ mm)e^^m'^ - 2me""?'(m — m) - (1 — mm)e^'
to

/ = —me3® — me^^^(m^ — 1) + m^e^®
1

J= 2mme3®

(1+ mm)(m^ — l)e~?^ — 2m^.e3^

K = —mm^e^' — me"?'(m^ — 1) + me^^
1

Evaluating

= 0 we get
A

2;^

2; 1

B

C

D E

G

2

1

=

+ D2 +I)z^ + {Bz^ -^ Ez + J)z A'{Cz^ + Gz eK)

^

+ y^) + (B:+ D){x^ + xy'^) +i{B - D){x^y + y^) + (C + E + I)a^

E2i{G-- I)xy E{-C A E^.I)^ ± {G^ J^^
In the above equatien, the fact that 2; = a;+ % was used. Therefore,

!Ux,y) - A{x? + y^) +(^ +

Txy^) +i(5 - D)(a;V+ 2/ ') + {C +E+I)x^

T 2i(C — I)xy + (-C + E - /)y^ + (G -f J)^; + i(G - J)y +K — 0

At this point, the definition that m = re'® will be used, and the complex exponents
will be evaluated in trigonometric form. Simplifying each coefficient of the
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preceding equation yields the following:

A = r[(r^ — 1)cos^ — \/3(r^ + 1)sin6']
-B +£> =(1 — r^)+ r^[(l

cos2^+\/3(3+r^)sin 2^

i{B — D)= V3{1+6r^ +r^) — 2V3r^(3+r^)cos^9+r^(l — r^)sin20

Cd--B +/= —2\/3r[sin0(2r^ cos20+3r^ + 1)]
= —2\/3r[sin0(l+ + 4r^ cos^0)]

2'i(C — J)= 4\/3r[2cos0(l d-.r^ — 2r^.cos20)]
= 4-\/3r[2cos0(1 d-3r^ — 4r^ cos^0)]
—C+E — I=—2V3rsin0(3+r'^— 2r'^cos29)
=—2\/3rsin0(3(1 d-r^) — 4r^cos^0)
G+ J=(r^ - 1)(1 + cos20)+ \/3r^(r^ +3)sin 20

=(r^ — 1)(1 —

d-2r^ cos^0)d-\/3r^(r^ d-3)sin 20

i(G'— J)= \/3(l d-3r^ — r^(3 d-r^)cos20) — r^(l — r^)sin 20
= \/3(l d-6r^ d-

— 2r^(3 d- r^)cos^0) — r^(l — r^)sin 20

ill = r[(1 — r^)cos0 — \/3(l d-r^)sin0]
From the above it follows that the image of/=0 under
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is the curve /m = 0,

where

0= fm{x,y)= r[(r^ -1)cos0-\/3(r^ + 1)sin6*]

+((1 — r^)+ [(1 —

+

,

cos26+\/3(3+r^)sin 26)(x^ + xy'^)

+(\/3[(l +6r^ +r^) 2r^(3+r^)cos^0]+r^(l — r^)sin26')(x^y +
— 2-\/3r[sin0(1 + +4r^ cos
+4v^r[2cos0(1+3r^ — 4r^ cos^0)]xy

— 2A/3r[sin0(3(1+r^)—4r^cos^0)]y^
+((r^ — 1)(1 —

+2r^ cos^0)4-\/3r^(r^ +3)sin20)x

+(-\/3(l +6r^ +

— 2r^(3+r^)cos^0) — r^(l — r^)sin20)y

+(r[(l — r^)COS0 — \/3(l 4-T^)sin0]).
(33)
It will now be shown that fm is a cubic if and only if m e e*, and that this will
induce the relations

sin20= ^(1-'^^)^

(34)

cos20=

(35)

+

where R = 1+ + r^. In this case, 0 G (—1,0)or 0 G(^,tt).
To start, note that £* is represented by the curve

x^+ 2/2 =

X +\/3y
—
X- Vdy

(36)

Since m = re , it follows that x = r cos0, y = rsin0. Therefore in polar form,
equation 36 simplifies to

r,

COS0+\/3sin0

r =—

^
cos0 — V 3sin0

=t 0= cos0(1 — r^)+\/3(l T r^)sin0

= cos0(r^ — 1) — ■\/3(l + r^) sin0,
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which is essentially the coefficient of

in equation 33. So the path of the

cubic £* is also the condition for which the coefficient of the quartic term of fm is
necessarily zero, when viewed in context of equation 33. To get the trigonometric
relations in equations 34 and 35, we start with the path equation

cos(9(r^ — I) — VS{1+r^)sin^ = 0. Then

cosd{r^ — 1) — \/3(l +r^)sin0=0
\/3(l +

sin0

^ (r^ —l)cos^
From equation 37, we obtain

cosF

\/3(l +r^)

sin0

— 1

3{l +r^f

cot "^d —

— 1)2

i+cot2e=i+2ffi^
CSC -6=

2n

4(1
+r^ +r^)
^
'
.(l-r2)2

sin "^9 =

(1 
4(l +r2+r^)

Also, by a,similar process, we get cos^9. Applying equation 37, we have
sin9

— 1

cos9

Y^(i4-r2)

(r4- 1)2
3(1 +r2)2
(r2- 1)2
1 +tan^ = 1 +
3(1 +r2)2
tan^y =

sec

cos ^9

Letting i? — 1+r2+

3(l+r2)2
3(l +r2)2
4(1 + r2+ r'^)

leads to the desired result obtained in.equations 34 and 35.
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When m G £*, the angle 9 is in the quadrants II and IV, and constrained to the

angles (^,tt) and (—|,0), respectively. (Note that this is a result derived from the
condition of the original locus of centroids; the angle bisector can only reach a
TT

maximum of — in quadrant 1.) The formulas for the the cosine and sine are
o

/~3~(l +r^)

I~1 (1 —

=\Ir~2 '

="V^ 2^'

^^

7t

r3{l+r^) .
Stt
008^=-^—
, sin0= y/T(r-r^)
—
, when 6 G(y,7r).
Then

nn = cos 20a — sin
■ '20
a = Id"4r^ +
cos 20

, and

2i?

V3(l-r^)

sin 20 = 2sin0cos0

2i?

Lastly, if m G £*, then all the preceding trigonometric relations hold and equation
33 simplifies to the following:

r[(r^ — 1)COS0 — •\/3(r^ + l),sin0](a;^ +

■((1 - f^) +r^[(l - r^).cos20-f \/3(3 + r^)sin20)(a:^ +
= ———(r® + 3r'^ + 3r^ — l)(a;^ +
Jti

(\/3{(l + 6r^ +r^) - 2r^(3 + r^) cos ^0] + r^(l - r^) sin'29){x^y + y^)
=

V3(r® +

+ .3r^ + l)(a:^y + y^)

IX

—2V3r[sin0(1fi-

+ 4r^ cos ^0)]a;^

= T—n~"\/

d-d)(2r^ +

H

TT

\ H

StT

where

0 G (— — ,0), or 0 G (—,7r), respectively.
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4\/3r[2COS0(1 +3r^ — 4r^ cos;^0)]a:y
1-2 _ ^ . I0

= ±—■——y —2\/3r(l +r^)(l + 2r^)xy, where
R

yR

7T

StT

0 G (— — ,0), or 0 G ( —,,7r), respectively.

—2\/3r[sin0(3(1+ r^) — 4r^cos^0)]y^
f2 _ ^

= T—7V~"a/I53r(r^
+ 1)1/^, where
li yR
TT

StT

0 G (— —,0), or 0 G (—,7r), respectively.

((r^ — 1)(1 —

+ 2r^ cos ^0) + \/3r^(r^ + 3) sin 20)a;

= ^ P / (2r^ + l)(r'^ + 4r^ + l)x
iX

(-\/3(l + 6r^ +

=--

— 2r^(3 + r^) cos^0) — r^(l — r^) sin20)y

- 1 JY, A

Y^

-iv
4r. 2 +1>

(r[(l — r^) cos 0—' \/3(l.+r^) sin0])
7-2 _ ^ ^

= T—^—\/—r(r^+
l)i?, where
R
y/R
IT

StT

0 G (— —, 0), or 0 G (—,7r), respectively.
R

Multiplying the equation,of the simplified fm(x,y) through by — ——, leads to
,,

the following equation for

—1 ■ .

(a;, r/) ,when m G e*:

f^iXi y} = {1- 3r^ - 3r'^ - r^){x^ + xy'^)

+ V3(l + 3r'^ + r'^ + r^){x'^y +y^),
(QQ\

— ,(1+ 4r^-f-r'^)[(l+ 2r^)a; — V3y]

±\Rril+r^)l{l + 2ryx^-2\/3(l+ 2r^)xy^3y^ +R],
]l K

depending if 0 G (—|, 0) or 0 G (^,7r), respectively. Examples of cubics generated
under various values of r in equation 38 are given as Diagrams 7 and 8 on pages 89
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and 90. Diagram 7 is rendered througk Maple's implicitplot cornmand, and uses

the Cartesian form of the graph. Diagrarn 8 was created by solving for all points
that satisfy a given r and

a polar form of the graph was used.

By an argument similar to One given for the cubic /<^ in the previous
chapter, the cubic fm is nonsingular. As an additional note, if fm is quartic, it
necessarily follows that the curve will have two ordinary 2-fold singularities, due to

the fact that genus is preserved under LFTs, and because fm follows the formula
given ip equatiom 7.

;

We now move on to studying the general case of the formation of the locus

of eentroids of equilateral triangles using a general vertex m,since up until now we
have been using 0 as the Vertex for all the equilateral triangles. This will lead to
interesting results.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ADMISSIBLE LINES

Here we shall study the locus of centroids for a general vertex m. It will

turn out that only under certain conditions will the path of centroids produce a

cubic curve. There are many d-lines that pass through a generic point m in

It

will be shown that there is only one d-line through m that is associated with a
locus of centroids that is cubic.

To do this, note that as we follow the orbit of m about the point z — 0 (the
center of the unit disk), it will cross through the curve e* at exactly two points.
Another way to view this is any circle in H'^ centered at 0 will intersect the curve

£* at exactly two points. Let q be one of these points; it follows then that Fg =0 is
a nonsingular cubic, since g G e*. Let Lq be the image of the real axis under a

linear fractional transformation Tg. Now rotate Lq about 0 so that g

m. Then

Xg will become the line such that the locus of centroids with the vertex m is the

nonsingular cubic obtained by the rotation of the curve Fg =0 an angle 4> about 0.
This can be denoted

) since

describes taking the line to q, while

rotates the line to the correct position at m.

To see this line is unique, let us focus on Lq. All lines through q can be
obtained as hyperbolic rotations of Lq about q. The only rotations about q that
transform the cubic Fg =0 into a cubic again are the identity and half-turn, since
Fg

0 is invariant under the half-turn about q. Let us derive a formula for the

hyperbolic rotation of0 about a general point m.
We will prove that the hyperbolic rotations about m are the
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transformations of the form

— Imp

m(l — e^'^)

_Rm,<i> = _ .

/

(39)

m(e^(p — 1) 1 — |mpe~'''
To achieve a rotation of (j) about m,it can be viewed in three steps. First,
take m into 0. Second, rotate about 0 by an angle of (j). Third, take the rotated
1

curve about 0 back to m. As angles are preserved under hyperbolic

transformations, the net effect is the rotation of aniS(• angle (j) through the point m.
1

Building the transformation, we have:

Otom:T(z)=l|+'"
mz+ 1
Iz — m

m to 0: T ^{z)= —^

—mz+ 1

about 0 : R{z)=
Qz+ 1

Therefore Rm,4> = T{z)o R(z)o T~^(z)= TRT~^{z), which has the associated
matrix representation
1

m

e''i>

0

m

1

0

1

1

-m

—

Rm,<j> —
—m

ei4>

m

1

—m

fne^^

1

—m

1

— 1 m[2

1)

m(l —

e^'P)

T -|mpe'-i(j)

With equation 39 derived, it can shown that Rm,4>Tm = Rq,4>T,
— [mp

m(l — e"^)

1

m

m

1

m

Rm,(j)Tm —

and

m(eV — 1) 1 —
0

1 .

1

me®'^

me^'^

me

■Ro^<p^rae~^^ —
0

1
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me''*'

1

1

Recall that

mapped the real axis in such a way that the locus of

centroids passing through the vertex m is a cubic.

maps 0 to a point q G e*,

and thus the locus of centroids will be a cubic. Then

rotates the point q

about 0 by ^ so that it maps to rn; rotation of a cubic about 0 results in another

cubic. (It is assumed by the construction that m and q are separated by an angle
(j) with respect to 0.)

is unique since it is a composition of invertible

linear fractional transformations. But Rrn,(i>'Tm = Ro,4>Tme-i'i>

if 0'=

Therefore there is a unique line through the vertex m ^0 such that the locus of

centroids is a cubic. Diagram 9 on page 91 gives an illustration of this unique line.
If m 7^ 0, let Lm denote this unique line, and we will refer to it as the axis

of the cubic locus. In the case where m = 0, every radial line is an axis of a cubic
locus, and such a cubic will be referred to as a radial locus] its reflection in the

axis will be its radial conjugate.

If m G £*, then it shall be proven that the Hermitian matrix that represents
this line is

Lfn

(
2ry/R
±(l+r2)[x/3r2+i(2+r2)A
1
I,
Y±(l+r^)[\/3r^-d(2+r^)]
2r^/R
j

('fO)

for m in the second and fourth quadrant, respectively.
To shov/ this, note that the axis of the curve e, namely the line y = 0, can

be represented in the complex form as i{z-z)= 0. The Hermitian matrix
associated with this line is

0

I

—I 0
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Let M — T'm-i- where

is the arbitrary direct transformation as defined on page

47. Then the matrix representation of the image is

1

—m\ / 0

i

—m 1 j \—i 0
m — m

—m

m

1 —

—l + m^ m — m

i(m — m) i{l — nf)
i(—1+ m^) i{m — m)
Since m = re^'^, the entries can be simplified as follows:
iijri — m)—2rsm9

■i(l — m^) = — sin 20 + z(l —

cos 2^)

■i(—1 + m^) = — sin2^ — i(l —

cos 20)

Since m G £*, these results can simplified using relations derived from equations 34
and 35 on page 60. Therefore we have the relations
2r sin 0 = ±

—r^ sin 20 =
1—

cos 20 =

r(l — r^)

V3r^(l +r^)(l — r^)
2R

(1 — r^)(l + r^)(2 + r^)
2R

Using these results yields the following:

"(1 —

(1+ r^)(l — r^)(\/3r^ +^(2 + n^))\

(1+ n^)(l — r^)(\/3r^ — i{2 + r^))

r(l — r^)

/
±

2R

Lm

V

±

2R

Vr
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Multiplying through by ±2i?, and factoring out (1 — r^) results in

2r\fR

, ±(,l-l-r^)(\/3r^-fi(2+r^))'^

L.m

r^)(\/3r^--i(2+r^))
Therefore the claim in equation 40 has been verified.

Let 7 represent the center df the circle afforded by L^, and let p be its

radius. To'begin with, it will be shown that jyl = r + ^ > 2, and p —
Recall that Hermitian matrices that represent circles in

are of the form

M b\
_

, and the equations for the center and radius [6] are given by

B A)

: , . . (A^-BB)
, 7^■ B_ andp-^-—
As Lm is the Hermitian matrix, the radius p is

^ /4i2(r2 (1+r2)2)
—Ar'^R

'1 +

T

(41)

The center of the circle that: affords Lml 7, evaluates to

■ r^)[\/3r^ — i{2+ r^)].
r
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Then it follows that

l7l = h^\/(V3rT+(2+r2)2
2(1 +
2rA/E

^ ^ 2(l+r^)(A/R)
2r(V^)
_ l+r^

.

r

1

=- +r, as desired.
.

r

'

,

.

To show I7] > 2, it needs to determined at what value the function reaches a
minimum .

(i|7|,
T?
^
(ir
=7

1
'
~—+1
=0
r
=1

r = 1 is a critical point. (•.• r > 0)

As —^+1 is decreasing on [0,1] and increasing on [1,00), it follows that r = 1 is
a minimum. At r = 1,17I = j+1 = 2. As the domain of valid r for an admissible
line is 0 < f < 1, it follows that I7I > 2, as was claimed.

A line in H"^ \s admissible if and only if the radius of the circle that affords

it is greater than \/S. To show this, what needs to be proven is the following:
Given :

p=
r

■

> 0,p > 0(and thus VR > 0)
Show:

I7I = -+r > 2
r
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p > a/3

To prove the forward direction of the bijection, note that
r +- > 2
r

+ 1 > 2r

— 2r + 1 > 0

=^{r — 1)^ > 0
=^0 < r < Tor r > T

Since r > 1 is outside the unit disk, it is not applicable. Assuming r > 0 from the
given, WO;have:

r <1

^/R
<1
P
P

>1

^/R

=^p>y^ Vr G (0,1)
=^p > v'l+

+ T Vr G (0,1)

Since 0 < r < 1, it follows that 1 < V1+

< \/3 by applying the minimum

and maximum values of r. For the inequality to be true for all r, it is necessary

that p is at least ^/Z. Therefore p > \/3, as desired.
To show the reverse direction of the bijection, we start with the conditions
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p>

and p — -\/R (from equation 41). Then
p > a/3
\fR
>

a/3

r

=>R > 3r^

- 2r^ + 1 > 0

^(r+ l)^(r — 1)^ > 0
Since 0<r<l-^^l<r+l<2,(r + 1)^ can be divided out without any
significant consequence. Then

(r+ l)^(r — 1)^ > 0
=>{r-If >0
— 2r + 1 > 0
+ 1 > 2r
=s>r + - > 2
r

Therefore r +- > 2, as desired. With that the proof is complete.

Fbr m 7^ 0, it will be shown that the rotation about 0 through (f) transforms
to

'f 1

L'^-{\e'^p(r)
where p{r) —

+r )j-^^2 _|_ ^^^2+r^)].
2r\'R
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e-''^p{r) ,

'M'

1

(43)

From equation 40, L'm was given to be

-F

(\/3r- 4- i(2;4-f^))

Lm

"F i

r^)(V3r^ — i

m:.

\
as multiples of a Hermitian matrix are equivalent.

.Define /?(r)=

.r2)

-F4(2 -F z'^)]. Then L„, can be written as
. 1r)

A; rotation about 0 tliroUgli

0(r]
1

is fiefined by the mapping z

representation is,''
gi<^ .0
0

4
are

1

1

0

0:

a^Mco =
0

0

is transformnd by M into 7^',, via spin action. Thus;
d*
■
CO
1
0 .

0:

1

1

0

f{r)

0

e~"

■4' '4l''y fi{r)e
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Its matrix

We conclude then that the clhim tnade in equation 43 is ya,hd. Thus;

Ll=[

e^^jd(r) -

The collection of

where Mr)=±M[V3r=+i(2+r=)l.

,1;

and L'„, together with the radial lines, will be referred to as

the admissible lines. Examples of admissible lines are given in Diagram 10 on page

92; notice that these pafticular ones are associated with the cubics given in

Diagram 7 on page 89.

Excluding the radial hnes, we can partition the adrnissible lines into
equivalence classes based on the unique radial conjugate containing the vertex m.
For example, the L,„ for rn G s". where m ^ 0, comprise an equivalence class. For

an illustration, refer to Diagram 11 on page 93. e* can be rotated by (/> to brodhce
another equivalency class;

€ e* is the caSe 0^ 0. A way to represent a member

of this equivalency class is to say

' .

7

\

7

,

^ 1

,, whereT<%

j ..

TExclqding radial lines, another partitioning of adnaisSible lines can be done
with respect to r, where lines sharing the same radius r comprise an equivalency

class. An illustration of this is given in Eiiagram 12 on page 94. The corresponding
representatioh of a rueniber of this equivalency class is

"WrtJ - \
The'COrrespondence between

|
,^where 0 < Tfc < 1,
and Lm induces a transformation of the

open disk to the regiqn jzl > 2(since [f] > 2) by sending a point onTf^ to the
center of the-circle that affordsfbOT. It will beshown that this transforrnatidn will
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send m to its inversion in the circle of radius \/l + mm centered at 0, followed by

rotation about 0 through ^(or equivalently stated, through an angle of —|). An
example of such a construction can be seen in Diagram 13 on page 95.

To prove the claim, first some notation needs to be given. Let O be the
center of a circle C. Let A be a point in the circle, and A' be the inversion of point

A in G. Define s to be the radius of the circle. Let C have center (0,0). Then let
the coordinates of A be {x,y). Then A'= {kx,ky) for some constant k. From the
formula for inversion [2], then OA - OA'= s^.

The particular point A for the current situation is m =(r cos9,r sin 6), or
equiva,lently, m =

. The desired radius of this circle is s = x/T+m^. The goal

is to show that the inversion of m in this circle followed by a rotation
|
of — maps
m to the center 7 of

namely the same point as given in equation 42 on page

59. First of all,

s = \/l + mm

s = y/f + (cos^9+sm'^9)
s = a/1 +'
Then:

OA-OAf = s^

OA-OA'= l+r^

OA"- OA'^ = {1 + Af

{x'^ + y^){{kxf +(ky)^)=(l+.r^)^
^ .2
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(1 +r^r
(x^ + y^Y

As A and A'lie in the same direction, we take the positive square root. Therefore:

Hence this inversion sends the point {x,y) to the point {kx,ky), where (kx,ky)
evaluates to

' x^ +

Recall that X = r cosd, y = rsind. By further simplification

/ rcosA(l+r^)
rsin^(l +r^)
(kx kv)=(
rsmu^i+r-j
'
\r'^(cos'^6 + sin^O)' r'^{cos'^9 +sin^O)
rcos^(l +r^.) rsin0(l +r^)
J.2

'

^2

rcosd(l +r^) rsin0(l +r^)

-(
=

ry2

'

fp2

(1 + r^)
—{rcos6,r sind)

Let Ti be the image of a point (x,y) under inversion. From the above it follows
that

ri(m)=
is the inversion of m G

^m.

in a circle of radius \/l + mm, where m = re^^.
Stf

For the rotation through an angle of —,it is equivalent to a rotation of an
O

TT

.

'

.^

angle of — —. Let the associated transformation be T2(m)= e~tm. So inversion,
O

followed by rotation, is given by
7r
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Then:

r,=r,(z)-<l+h^p5!)„
(1 + r^)(l- A/3^)
^

• •

rfcos0+i sin6)

2r^

(l+r^)

[(cos6+ s/Zsin9)+i(sin9 — VScos^)]

2r

Now using the fact that admissible lines associated with Lm have m G e*, the
trigonometric relations in equations 34 and 35 are valid and thus

cosy + V3sin6'= ±

(1 +r^) —
^2yB

(1 — r'
2yR

=±#:),a.cl
\fR
sin 6* — \/3cos^ = —(\/3cos0 — sin0)

=(-11+/-vMhidl _ 1(1-'-')
\

\

2VR

2VR

f2r'+ l\

for 9 in the fourth and second quadrants, respectively. Putting it all together,

T2 o Ti{z) simplifies to

T,or,{z)=±h^[v^r2-1(1+2r^)]
= 7, as desired.

Therefore m has been sent to the center of the circle that affords LmIn summary, Lm is the unique axis through m associated with the cubic
1

whose vertex is m. An illustration is given in Diagram 14 on page 96 for r = 2

and m e e*. Studying how the original equilateral triangles whose centroids form e
are transformed under T^, it comes as no surprise that the admissible line
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coincides with all the bases of the transformed triangles. An illustration of this is
given in Diagram 15 on page 97.

With the properties of the admissible lines investigated, we turn our
attention to classifying the cubics themselves.
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CHAPTER NINE

CLASSIEICATION OE CUBICS

It has been stated that any elliptic curve is birationally equivalent to some
nonsingular cubic, from Theorem 4 on page 9. Let us denote the cubic C.

Through any point p on C there are precisely five lines that are tangents to C,

including the tangent at p.[8]. If p is a flex then the tangent there is counted with
multiplicity 2 and hence there are three more tangent lines; in this case we take

the tangent at p to be one of the lines in the calculation [8]. From four tangents we
can calculate the cross-ratio; recall that a cross-ratio is unique up to S3 symmetry
since it depends on how we order the tangents.

We shall show that the cross-ratio of e is [w], where lu is the cube root of
unity.

To do this, we will use a theorem from algebraic curve theory which states

that the four tangents have a cross-ratio independent of point [8]. So we want to
choose a point that makes calculations simple. Let us pick the point p =(0,0) on
e. In projective coordinates, p = [0,0,1]. Recall that from equation 28,

F{x,y,w)= F=

+ xip -f ^/Zx^y -|- ^/Zy^ — xw"^ + VZyw'^. Calculating the first

partials of the curve F we get:

Fx = Zx^ H- 2p^ +2VZxy — vi?

Fy = 2xy + VZx^+zVZy^ -f VZw'^
Fyj = —2xw -f- 2\/Zw
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From equation 3 on page 6, the Hessian matrix associated with F is

^Qx-\-2y/Zy 2\/3a;+2y

—2w

Hp = .2\fZx-\-2y 2x +6\/3|/

2y/3w

y

—2w

2\fZw

^

—2x +2\^yj

From equation 2, the equation of the polar curve is

(3a;^ +

+ 2\/3xy — v?)pi +{2xy +

+sVSy^

+ VSw^)p2+{~2xw +.2V3yw)ps = 0, where p = \pi,P2,P3] — [0,0,1].'
By simplification, the equation of the polar curve Pp is

Pp =—xw +\/3yw— 0
From equation 4 it follows that the equation of the Hessian curve He associated
with F is

He — VSx'^y — 2xy'^ + 2xw'^ — VSy^+ VZyw^

Setting F =0 and He = 0,[0,0,1]is a mutual solution and thus is a fiex; Since

[G,0,1] is a flex, the tangent there will be counted with multiplicity 2. To calculate
the tangents, set w = 1 to find the tangents not at infinity. Then

.:F{x,y,l)=x^-{^.xy'^-\-'\/2x^y + V2y^-x-\-^/Zy
Pp{x,y,l)=-x +^/Zy
Setting F(x,y,1)= 0 and Pf{x,y,1)= 0, it follows from the second equation that
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X

= \/^y. Substituting into F, we get

3A/3y^+

+ VZy\- ^/Zy+^/Zy =0
sVZy =0
y =0
=> X = 0

Since it was assumed w = 1, the calculated point of tangency is [0,0,1]. This

answer is not surprising (and almost seems redundant); the tangent at [0,0,1]
crosses through [0,0,1].
Now we have three more points to find. Let rr; =0 in order to find the

points of tangency at the line at infinity. Then ,

F{x,y,0)=x^ -\- xy^ + VZx^y

y/Zy^

PF{x,y,0)=0

Setting F(.x., y,0) — 0, and Ppix,y,0)= 0, it is obvious that the second equation
yields no information. Factoring the first equation we get;

(x + ^/Zy){x'^+ y'^) — 0

(x +\/Zy){x +iy){x — iy)=0
:.x ~ VZy,x =—iy,x = iy
As the equations are homogeneous,since w = 0, we can assume y = 1. Then the

points of tangency are [—-s/Z,1,0],[—i,1,0], [i,1,0], and the tangents to these
points all cross through [0,0,1]. With the four points determined, let us determine

the equations of the lines through [0,0,1] which are tangents to those points. The

first point is [0,0,1]. To do its tangent, we use the method as described in equation
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1 on page 5. Thus

0,1)= —1 Fy(0,0,1)= s/S, and

= 0. Hence, the

equation of the first tangent line is

Ix + VSy +0^ — 0

i)

As a sidenote, notice that for the equation F{x,y,l)=0 previously
described, the corresponding equation was

+ xy'^ + V^x^y+

X

— x + VZy =0

This equation passes through the origin (0,0), if we consider it as the
unhomogenized equation f{x,y). Then from Theorem 2, the equation of the

tangent line through the origin is -x + VSy = 0, and that confirms equation i),
which was recently obtained via the other method.

To obtain the other three tangents, we need to find the equations of the
lines through the points of contact and [0,0,1], using the method given in equation
5 on page 6. Therefore:
X

y

z

-\/3 1 0 = 0
0

0

X

0

z

1

0

0

1

y

z

1

1

0

0 0

1

ii)

1

y

X

la;+ Vdy+ Oz = 0

=0 => Ix

=0

iy

Qz —

la; — fy +Oz — 0

111

IV

To find the projective points associated with the lines, write equations i), ii), hi),

and iv) as a dot product and choose [xi,yi,Zi] such that the equations are satisfied.
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So we have the following:

[-l,\/3,0]• [xi,yi,zi]= 0. Choose [2:1,^1,2:1]=[Vs,1,0].

[l,\/3,0]• [2:2,^2,^2]= 0. Choose [x2,y2,Z2]^[\/3,-1,0].
[1,i,0]• [2:3,^3,23]= 0. Choose [2:3,j/3,2:3] =[1, 0].
[1,~i,0]- [x4,y4,Z4]= 0. Choose [2:4,^4,2:4} =[1,-i,0].

So now we will use the projective points [\/3,1,0],[i/3,-1,0],[l,i,0], and [1,-i,0]
to calGulate the cross-ratio. Now let

a =[l,i,0]
6=[l,-i,0]

c=[\/3,l,0]

d=[a/3,-1,0]
Then applying definition la on page 10, we obtain the following;
c = aa + pb

Vs = a • 1 +P -1
1=a ■ i — P•i

a =-(a/S — i),/? =-(VS-f «)
d=

+Sb

a/S = 7-1-|-(5-1
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Note that in particular a =(5, and /? = 7, so therefore we have the cross-ratio
a! ^

Define

=Ld =

to be the cube root of unity, namely

It follows then that

—uP' — —UJ= 63®, and —cj= e^® = e~3®. Now

P= ^(\/3-|-i)=ee\
a=

— i) —

= 63® = —

o;^ = e~ 3® — —CJ

-W^
-

—

— to

~w
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Putting them into the formula for the cross-ratio, we get(AB,CD)=^,which

simplifies to to. Since to e [a;] it follows that the cross-ratio of e is [a;]. (Note that
the members of the equivalency class of [a;] are cj, tJ, 1 ^ to, 1 — oJ, —-—,and

„■

and would be obtained by a suitable permutation of the four tangents a, b,

1 — (jJ

c, d] recall that from page 11 cross-ratios are unique up to Ss symmetry.)
A theorem (sometimes referred to as Salmon's Theorem)from algebraic
Curve theory states that two nonsingular cubics have the same crOss-ratio if and

only if they are birationally equivalent [8].

It will be shown that / and fm (as defined in equations 27 and 38, on pages
36 and 53, respectively) have the same cross-ratio.

Rather than trying to calculate the cross-ratio analytically, which is very

difficult due to the complexity of
First, we homogenize / and
into

it is wiser to use earlier developed theory.

as F and Fm, respectively. An LFT transforms F

through spin action, as described in Chapter 7. LFTs are birational

transformations. Hence the cubics are birationally equivalent. Therefore from
Salmon's Theorem it follows that F and F^ have the same cross-ratio.
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Two cubics are projectively equivalent if there exists a linear

transformation that transforms one into the other. Note that the homogenized
form should be used when performing this calculation. For example, the curve e

can be transformed into the cubic

= x{x'^ +a;+ 1), through a linear

transformation as described in the program listing on page 101 in Appendix B.
Written as a single linear transformation, the mapping
X H-

-3i ,

+ w)

-3-i
V

[X — w)

W H-> 3 6 y

transforms F{x,y,w)=0 into the curve Ft{x,y,w)= —x^ — x^w — xw"^ F y'^w = 0.
Recapturing the affine curve at u;= 1 leads to the equation

ft{x,y)= —:x^ — x'^ — X + y^ = 0. This can be expressed as the cubic

y^ = x{x^ + x + 1).

(44)

Equation 44, however, is in the standard form given for a nonsingular irreducible

cubic [1]. As cross-ratio is a projective property, it is preserved; by direct
calculation, it Can also be confirmed that the cross-ratio is once again u.
It seems reasonable that Fm and F are projectively equivalent, since it was

established earlier that they have the same cross-ratio. They are birationally
equivalent, and they are both irreducible and nonsingular. It is not known whether

having the same cross-ratio is sufScient enough to show projective equivalence. An
alternate approach is to attempt to find a transformation which takes F^ to a

standard form and then calculate a cross-ratio, possibly even transforming F^n to

the same curve y'^ = x{x'^ -f x -h 1). So far this has been elusive, and one strategy
being used is to create a chain of non-degenerate transformations that, when taken
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in succession, transform the given cubic into a standard form. Work is still in
progress. An example of the strategy is given in a program listing on page 105 in

Appendix B. So the following is an open conjecture.
Conjecture
F and

are projectively equivalent.

One of the outcomes of determining a projective transformation of F^ to a

standard form is that it would be easier to calculate the flexes of Fm- LFTs do not
preserve the flexes of a cubic, and it can shown that a flex is transformed to a
point that is not a flex.

To prove this, let us homogenize fm (from equation 38) to

we calculate

the first partials of the function. The following is obtained:

Fmx =(T— 3r^ — 3r'^ — r®)(3x^ + y'^)+ 2\/3(l.+ 3r^ + + r^)xy — (1 +4r^

+ r'')(l +2r'^)'uF ± \ ^5^(1 +r^)(2(l + 2r'^Yxw — 2V3(1+2r'^)yw)
Fmy = 2(1 — 3r^ — 3r^ — r^)xy + V3{1+ 3r^ +F+r®)(a;^ +3y^)

+(1 +.4r^+r'^)V3w^± y"^''•(1
+r^)(—2-\/3(l+2r^)xw +6yw)
\K
Fmw = —(1+4r^ +^^.)(2(1 +2r^)xw -2^/Zyw)± \ ^^^(1+r^)((l +2r^)

2 2
X

V a

— 2-\/3(l + 2r'^)xy +3^/^ +SRw"^)
The Hessian matrix

is calculated to be

Hf^ =

D

V
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B

c\

E

G

J

k)

where:

A = 6(1 — 3r^ — 3r'^ — r^)x +2V3(1+3r^ + +r^)y +2

±\/-^r(l+r^)(l+2r^)^w
MR
B = 2(1 — 3r^ — 3r^ — r®)y + 2\/3(l +3r^ + +r®)x — 6

it ■-^r(l+r^)(l
+ 2r^)u>
v jR
C = —2(1+ 4r^ 4-r^)(l + 2r^)w

± v/-^r(l
+r^)(2(l + 2r^)^a; — 2-\/3(l + 2r^)y)
\K
D = 2(1 — 3r^. — 3r^ —

+ 2\/3(l 3" 3r^ +

+ r^)x — 6

± —^r(l
+r^)(l + 2r^)w
yR
E — 2(1 — 3r^ — 3r^ — r®)a; + 6\/3(l+ 3r^ +

+ 6 it y-^r(l+
MR

G = 2(1+ 4r^ +r^)\/3w it yV -^r(l
+■r^)(—2\/3(l+ 2r^)a: + 6j/)
-iL

J = -2(1+ 4r^ +r^)(l + 2r'^)w ± \^r{l+r^)(2(l
+ 2r'^fx - 2a/3(1+ 2r^)y)
V -R
J= 2(1 4- 4r^' 4- r'^^Vdw it J-^^*(1+r^)(—2\/3(l
+ 2r'^)x + 6y)
y H
K = — (1+ 4r^ 4- r^)(2(l + 2r^)x — 2\/3y) 4- 6 ± yyR-^^(14- r'^)Rw
It IS not a tempting prospect to calculate the determinant of the above

Hessian matrix. However with some simplifying assumptions, the evaluation can

be made significantly better. Recall the purpose is to show the flex of a cubic is
not preserved under a direct hyperbolic transformation that takes 0 to m e e*.

Recalling that m = [rcosd,rsin0,1] and using the trigonometric relations given in
equations 34 and 35, the equation for the Hessian curve becomes

Hc^ = ±32rR''VM{r - lf{r + 1)^
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depending if 6* G (-|,0) or 0 G(^,tt), respectively. Setting

— 0, the only

real solutions occur at r = —1,0,1, and of these possibilities, only r =0 is valid in
our given domain. Therefore any nonzero m G £* will not be a flex. At the line at

infinity, if m = [r cos^,r sin^,0], there are still no flexes, since the equation for the
Hessian curve becomes

Hc^ = ±?,2r^R^^^m{r-l)\r+lY
depending ifT' G (—1,0)or 0 G (^,7r), respectively. Setting Hc^ = 0, the real
solutions for r are the same, but none of them are viable, r = —1 and r = 1 are

outside the given domain of the unit disk in

while r = 0 would imply

[0,0,0] G PC^, which is clearly false. Therefore an LFT does not preserve flexes.
The point 0, which was a flex in the original equation, was mapped to a point

other than 0 which was not a flex. So at this juncture the only theoretical way to

fipd the flexes would be to solve for the mutual solutions of

=0 and Hc^ = 0,

which so far has been difficult to solve due to its unwieldy nature.

The .above difficulty in finding a generalized flex is a motivation in trying to
determine a projectjve transformation that takes F to

if there is one. Flexes

are preserved under projective transformations, so by taking the inverse of such a

transformation, the flex of the cubic in a standard form can be mapped back into
the location of the flex.

An additional avenue of exploration may include trying to find a projective
transfqrmation which fixes the 4-dimensional cone. The motivation behind such a
pursuit lies in the fact that an alternate derivation of e was achieved as a

stereographic projection of the curve of intersection of the quadric surfaces

— z'^:= —1 and x — VSyz. Homogenizing both of these equations leads to
equations in four variables. It seems reasonable that the homogenized form of the
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upper hyperboloid (a 4-dimensional cone) remains fixed setwise through the
transformations in this space. Perhaps all cubics whose vertices are on e* can be

expressed as the stereographic projection of the curve of intersection of the upper

hyperboloid with some quadric surface. If that is the case, not only will this aid in
finding the flex, but it may be able to answer a nagging question: how is the
stereographic projection of the curve of intersection of two quadric surfaces onto

the unit disk, which produce e, related to the path of the centroids of equilateral
triangles having common vertices and collinear bases, which also produce £?
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION

In this body of work, we have formed the cubic e in two different ways; one

via the locus of centroids of equilateral triangles in

(Diagram 3), and the other

by a stereographic projection of the curve of intersection of two quadric surfaces

onto the unit disk (Diagram 6). We also studied the Conditions under which did F,
the homogeneous equation corresponding to e, transform into another cubic under

an LET; surprisingly, the condition imposed was that m (the point to which 0 was
mapped) had to be on the conjugate curve s*.
Also explored was the question of whether the axis of the cubic which had

m as a vertex was unique or not. It turned out every m is associated with a unique
axis; any arbitrary line through m was not associated with a locus of centroids

that was necessarily cubic. This lead to a natural equivalency class for the
admissible lines.

The cross-ratio of £ was determined to be a;. Through birational

equivalence, it was determined that the cross-ratio of Fm,the transformed cubic,
was also u;. A conjecture about the projective equivalence of the two cubics was

made which to this day remains open. With further study, it can be resolved,
perhaps as a future thesis topic.

An illustration of the original set of equilateral triangles, the axis, and
centroids, along with their image under a hyperbolic transformation is given in
Diagram 16 on page 98. Diagram 17 on page 99 illustrates some important results

obtained in this thesis, namely e, e*, the admissible line Lm,and fm, where m € e*.
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In conclusion, many aspects of the curve e have been studied. Although

much has been accomplished, this thesis is only the tip of a much larger iceberg,
and may be connected to a deeper underlying theory that has not yet been
developed.
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APPENDIX A:

DIAGRAMS
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Diagram 1: Equilateral triangles and their centroids in
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Diagram 2: An equilateral triangle in
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Diagram 3: Equilateral triangles and their centroids in H'^
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Diagram 4: Path of centroids in H"^ and conjugate curve
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Diagram 5: Intersection of quadric surfaces
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Diagram 6: Stereographic projection of e onto a unit hyperboloid
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Diagram Iv

rendered by implicitplot command
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Diagram 8:

rendered by finding solutions
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Diagram 9; Plot of an admissible line
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Diagram 10: Plot of admissible lines with vertices on e*
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Diagram 11: Equivalency class of
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Diagram 12: Equivalency class of L^, partitioned by
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Diagram 13: Inversion followed by a rotation
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Diagram 14; A unique axis with its associated cubic
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Diagram 15: The equilateral triangles associated with a unique axis
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E)iagram 16: Original and transformed triangles, axes, and centroids
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Diagram 17: A summarization of some important results
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APPENDIX B:

PROGRAM LISTINGS
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Transformation taking F into standard form
>

>

restart;

Transformation of F orig into Ft

>

c:=a;d:=b;

>

Fm:=a*Xo"3+b*Xo"2*Yo+c*Xo*Yo"2+d*Yo"3+e*Xo"2*Zo+f*Xo*Yo*Zo

+g*Yo"2*Zo+h*Xo*Zo"2+i*Yo*Zo"2+j*Zo"3;
c := a

d := b

Fm •— a Xo^+ b Xo^ Yo +a Xo Yo^ + bYo^+ e Xo^ Zo +fXo Yo Zo
+g Yo^ Zo + hXo Zo^ +i Yo Zo^ +jZo^
>

Original cubic
>

a:=l;

>

b:=sqrt(3);

>

c;

>

d;

>

e;=0;

>

f:=0;

>

g;=0;

>

h:=-l;

>

i:=sqrt(3);

>

j:=0;

>

expand(Fm);
a ;= 1

b:=VS
1

V3
e;^0
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/:= 0
^•=0
h:=-l

i:= a/3
j:=0

Xo^ + V3Xo^ Yo + Xo Yo^ +
>

Yo^ - Xo Zo^ + VS YoZo^

Xo:=A*x+B*z;Yo:=C*x+E*y+F*z;Zo:=G*x+H*y;

> Fn:-sort(collect(Fm,[x,,y,z].distributed), Cx,y,z], tdeg);
Xo

Ax

Bz

Yo:=Cx + Ey +Fz
Zo:=Gx + Hy

Fn:={AC^+ VSC\+A^-AG^+ VSA''C+ V3CG^)x^
+i2AEG+3y/3EG^-2AHG+

E+

EG^+2y/3GHG)x'^y

+i3BA^+2V3BAC+ V3A^■F + 3^/3EG^ + BC^ + 2AFG

+ V3FG^- BG^)x^z

+ (3^3E^ C + AE^ - AH^ + 2^3EHG+ V3CH^) xy^
+ (2^/3BAE + 2AFE-2BHG+ 2BEG + 6V3FEC + 2V3FHG)xyz
4- (;3B'^AA^/3B^GY2V3BAF^2BFGF3^/3F^GFAF^)
/.q B^ A 4n
9:
R AF
9
TP n -I-'i.Fi TP'2 n -X- A
^ ^2
+
+ {\f3EH^ fV3E^) + {yFiFH^ - B Y BE^ + 3V3FE^) y^ z
+ {V3B^E + 2BFE + 3^/3F^E) y z^ + (B^ + ^3EF+y/3B^ F +BF^)z
I

y KJ

\

^jx±

^

±±vsr -T ^
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12J ^ ^

y O 1 IX

-r z. \

>

eq;=

> {A*C"2+3"(l/2)*C"3+A"3-A*G-2+3^(l/2)*A~2*C +3^(1/2)*C*G"2<>0,
3"(1/2)*F*H"2-B*H"2+B*E"2 +3*3^(1/2)*F*E"2<>0,
2*A*E*C+3*3"(1/2)*E*C"2-2*A*H*G+3"(1/2)*A"2*E +3'-(1/2)*E*G'~2

+2*3"(1/2)*C*H*G=0, 3*3"(1/2)*E"2*C+A*E"2-A*H"2+2*3"(1/2)*E*H*G

+3"(1/2)*C*H"2=0, 2*3"(1/2)*B*A*E +2*A*F*E-2*B*H*G +2*B*E*C

+6*3"(1/2)*F*E*C+2*3"(1/2)*F*H*G=0, 3"(1/2)*E*H"2

+3"(1/2)*E"3=0,3"(1/2)*B"2*E +2*B*F*E +3*3"(1/2)*F"2*E=0,

B"3+3"(1/2)*F"3 +3"(1/2)*B"2*F+B*F"2=0};

eg := {^(7^ +

+V3

C+ a/3CGV 0,

- BH'^ + BE'^ +2>^/ZFE'^

2AECF^V^EC^-2AHGf\/^A^E^^/^EG'^ F2^CHG = Q,
^^E^C+ AE"^ - AH'^+2^/^EHGf\/^GH^ =

2s/^BAEF2AEE-2BHGF2BECfQ\/^EEC+2V^EHG = Q,
+^^3 _0,
+
+
= 0,
S^+V3F3+^3^2F+5F2 =0}
> solve(eq5{A,B,C,E,F,G,H});

{G ~ C,B ^-V3F,F = F,F= F,F = 0, G = 0,^= \/3G},
(G = G, B = RootQf(_F^ + 1, label =.LI)E,F= E, H = H,E = 0,
G = 0, = \/3Gj
>

E:=0;G:=0;C;=-l;A:=sqrt(3)*C;F;=sqrt(3);B:=-sqrt(3)*F;H:=2;

> Ft:=sort(collect((Fn/8),[x,y,z].distributed),[x,y,z], tdeg);
F:=0

G:=0
G:=-l

A := -V3

F:= V3

1Q3

: ;> ;V

Ft

—■\/3

2 .;

— 3 x"^ z;— 3

V--

x 7? H-: 3.if' z

>

restart

■

>

Ft2:=-3'-(l/2)*X-3-3*X~2*Z-3*3^(l/2)*X*Z"2+3*^

:; ; ; m:=-A/3 X3- a^
>

X:-sqrt(3)*xjY:=sqrt(3)*y;2i=z;Ft3:=Ft2/9;

- ■ Z\=zf \

\ ,

Ft3:=-^x^-^x^z — xz^-\-lfFy/:
■ ;, > . z:=l;Ft3';,- ■ ■

>

Therefpre we have accomplished, to transform F to a standard form

through, a- linear transformation.

F is projectively equivalent to Ft,

where' ■

^ -i® Taking z

z — xz^ +if z =0

1, the equation of the cubic is;

f;{^^ff^ --xF-^X? ~ X -Flf^ 0
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Transformation taking
>
>

into standard form

restart;

Transformation of Fm into Fw

>

c:=a;d:=b;

>

Fm:=a*Xo"3+b*Xo'"2*Yo+c*Xo*Yo"2+d*Yo"3+e*Xo~2*Zo +f*Xo*Yo*Zo

+g*Yo''2*Zo+h*Xo*Zo"2+i*Yo*Zo"2+j*Zo"3;
c := a

d

h

Fm :=:a
+ b Xo^ Yo+a Xo Yo^ + b Yo^+e Xo^ Zo+fXo Yo Zo
+g Yo^ Zo + h Xo Zo^ +i Yo Zo^ +jZo^
>

Xo:=A*x+B*z;Yo:=C*y+E*z;Zo:=F*x+G*y;

>

Fn:=sort(collect(Fm,[x,y,z],distributed),[x,y,z], tdeg);
Xo -. — Ax + Bz

Yo:==Cy +Ez

Zo := Fx + Gy

, ■

Fni^ihAF^+eA'F+aA^+jF^yx^
YXfACF+eA^G+2hAGF+SjGF^+iCF^+ bA^C)x^y
+if AEF+2e BAF+ hBE^+3aB A^+iEE^+ bA^ E).x^ z
4"{f A G G T.h A G^ +,a AG^ T 3y G^F F ^2% CGE X g E}x y"^
Ai2aAECYfAEG+2gECE+2eBAG +2hBGE
E2bBAC+2iEGE+fBCE)xyz

+.{-aAE^+:2bBAE+fBEE+gE^.E+eB^E+3aB^A)xz^
+{bC^+iCG^+jG^+gC^G)y^:
\
+ifBGG+ h BG^+aB +3bEC^-biEG''+ 2gECG)y^z

+(3bE^CFfBEGXbB^C Y2aBEG F eB^ G F gE^ G)yG
F(aB^FbE^FbB^EFaB.E^)z^
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>

EqO:=

> {a*A*E"2+2*b*B*A*E+f*B*E*F+g*E'"2*F+e*B"2*F+3*a*B'"2*A=0,
3*b*E""2*C+f*B*E*G+b*B"2*C+2*a*B*E*C+e*B"2*G+g*E"2*G=0,
a*B"3+b*E"3+b*B"2*E+a*B*E"2=0

> }; ;

, .

EqO {aAE"^ +2bBAE^fBEF ^gE'^ F+eB^F+
A = {),
SbE^ G +fBEG+ bB^ C+2aB EC^eB^ G+g E^ G 0,

aB^+ bE^+ bB^E+aBE^ = 0}
> solve(EqO,{A,B,C,E,F,G});

{E =0,A = A, G = G,E^ F,G = G,B = 0},{B =

G(-fba+eb^+a^g)^^^

bE
a

E(-fba+eb^+a^g)

6(a2 +62)

E=E}

a{o? +62)

,B-/AE,G--

_

,F-F,

G = G,E= E}7ol:= RootOf(_Z2+ 1, label = -LI)
>

Let's choose the second set of solutions.

The choices for E, F,

and G are arbitrary, so we'll make convenient choices that enable
cancellation of common factors.
>

G

= b*(b"2+a~2);

>

F

= a*(b"2+a"2);

>

E = a;

>

C

= -G*(-f*b*a+g*a"2+e*b"2)/b/(b"2+a"2);

>

B

= -b*E/a;

>

A

= -F*(-f*b*a+g*a"2+e*b"2)/a/(b~2+a"2);

G:=6(a2+62)
F:=a(a2+62)
E:= a

G := fba — eb"^ — a?g
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■

>

, ■

A
f ha — eIr — (r g
Fw:=sort(:colIect(simplify(Fn),[x,y,z].distributed),[x,y,z],

;\tdeg);';
>

B :^-b

'

Notice that the x*z"2, y*z"2, and the z"3 terms have been

suceessfully eliminated, while (theoretically) not eliminating the
Other terms.

Hence we have a transformation of the cubic that

appears to be,non degenerate.
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